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PREFACE

This thesis examines the origins and operation of the
subsidised gold prospecting scheme.

It also sets out to

explain the significance of goldmining as a depression relief
measure and to give some indication of the impact it made on
the lives of those men who became the diggers of the 1930' s.
In an effort to achieve the latter objective the focus
throughout is regional.

The Vvest Coast, home of the gold

rushes of the 1860's, is taken as a case study.

Although

in some respects the West Coast experience was uni<lue, its
gold seekers share much of the common experience of those
engaged on the gold scheme elsewhere.
This thesis is based largely on the records generated
by the Unemployment Board and the Employment Division.

The

correspondence between these 'Wellington based bodies and the
separate organisations on the goldfields throws much light
on the day-to-day operation of the scheme.

They tell us

less, however, about what it was actually like to work on the
scheme.

This shortcoming has been met in part at least by

the existance of the Ross Borough Council Records, the
recollections of men who were there and by the fortuitous
survival of the diaries of one participant, Rab Clark.

Clark

was the Secretary of the Blackball Miners' Union throughout
the 1930's and became a supervisor of the gold scheme.

His

comments thus provide a useful insight into the attitudes of
the many coalminers who found themselves looking for gold
rather than coal during these years.

These three sources

proved invaluable to a mere Cantabrian attempting to reach an
understanding of life on the 'Coast'.

.cafe;

.J..V

Although many individuals helped in the gathering of
material, special mention must be made of a number of men
who had a first-hand knowledge of this subject, those who
worked on the scheme.

I spoke to many people in conjunction

with this study, but in particular G. Rosanowski, R. Wells
and R. Glasson.

All three were sympathetic to my initial

ignorance of matters concerned with mining.
Special thanks are also due to my supervisor,
Dr Ken Richardson for his advice and guidance and his many
useful suggestions in the preparation of this thesis.

Thanks

are also due to the several people who aided me in the final
stages of this work - my brother, Dr A. C. Zwart,
Patrick Huston and my wife Annel
her impatience

wer~

invaluable.

Herpatience and at times
A final thanks to my typist

Marjory Thompson who gave up so much of her time to unravel
my handwriting.

This thesis is dedicated to the memory of Philip Ross 'May,
whose idea it was originally.
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Efforts to sustain the rnining industr;)T throueh
gover11I3ent subsidies were no innovation of the tvventieth
century.

Even before the first lanister of J/iines, 'v'/illiam

Gisborne, was aIlPointed in July

1879, the Government had

tB-"ken steps to assist the Eoldmining industry.

By thi s

stage, a scant twenty years after the first rush to Otago,
,Goldmining had perhaIls done more than B-YlY other single
industry for the development of the Eev! Zealand economy
and demography.

The first su"bsidies to the G"oldmining

industry took the form of loans for development..

In 1 8 71

the 'Immigr2,tion and Pui,lie :/orks Act' I?as passecJ., allo1[ling
a Slibsidy of U}? to £15,000 to assist t.he builcling of flumine
and water races to carI'y vlater onto the goldfields.

1

This

was in effect merel;)r a loan to develo:pmental eOlTI}?aJ.lies "I'ihich
had to be repaid out of profits.

The first genuine subsidy

for prospecting was inaugurated on the 17th August 1877
by the Goldfields and }.lines Cornnittee.

They proposed to the

House that a sum of £5,000 be granted to the government to
aid goldmining.

It was recommended that a further £5,000 be

added to these funds by local bodies.

This was to be used

for the opening up of new land by the formation of prospecting tracks.

2

The subsidy was available to pros}?ecting

associations or local bodies for wages not exceedine five
shillings a day :per man and/or not exceeding £200 })er
eX:Qedi tion.

The prevailine policy of the lanes De}?artment

throughout the period studied
nOTE 1:
NOTE 2:

VlaS

to grant subsidies to local

AJHR 1871 G4 P 55.
NZFD Vol 25, P 277, 5 Sep 1877.

bodies or prospecting associations, as this first subsidy
did, and not to individual parties or men.
In 1878 new regulations were :Dassed ..
a success.

They were not

The complicated procedure necessary to gain a

subsidy acted as a deterrent to ap:Dlicants.

Indeed, in

1881 no subsjdies were granted at all. 3 As a result, a new
set of regulations were drawn up by the goldfield's
committee in 1885.

Again they offered a :Dound for pound

subsidy to local bodies, limiting the grants to £500 per
annum.

Allowance was made for a weekly wage as before. To

this was added a contract system for tunnelling and shaft
sinkine.4 Once more, however, the day to day operations were
cumbersome and drew much cri tici sm.

In 1890 the

l.~inister

of

Mines, T. Fergus, admitted the validity of complaints when he
commented that 'the government knew of no good that had so
far come out of the grants for prospecting goldfields. ,5
He 'proposed instead that the Mines Department concentrate on
the construction of roads and tracks in the goldfield areas,
thus allmving prospectors to 'penetrate further into remote
areas.
The early subsidies arose directly from contemporary
problems in the goldmining industry; but there were other
and more 'pressing problems in New Zealand in the late 1870s
and the 1880s.

As New Zealand entered what was to be called

NOTE 3:

NZPD: Vol 39 P 636, 18 Aug 1881.

NOTE 4:
NOTE 5:

N.Z. Gazette 1885, Vol II P 1256, 28 Oct.
NZPD Vol 67, P 160.

the 'great deDression

J

politicians came to see goldming

as a means of relieving unemployment.

It Vias R.J .. Seddon, meli

for the goldfield's constituency of Kumara and an authority
on mining legislation, who first suggested the possibility
of such a scheme .. 6 Pointin..g to the grorving number of jobless
in Christchurch and the unprofitable railway development
scheme which was being used to counteract this unemployment,
he suggested the West Coast goldfields as an alternative
means of employment. 7
Seddon's proposals to aid goldmining whilst alleviating unemployment came to nothing.

However in 1891 he

became Minister of Mines in the J. Ballance government and
had a chance to do something for his old goldmining compatriots.

As an ex-goldfield's publican and an advocate of

the warden's court, he was in a position to explain how, in
New Zealand as elsewhere, goldmining had become a big man's
frontier.

As the more accessible gold became depleted the

small miners and prospectors had turned to local businessmen,
usually storekeepers or publicans for capital.

Eventually

this became too expensive for such small businessmen and
goldmining became a capital intensive industry, the miners
were forced to change their occupation or accept wage labour
from large mining companies.

Seddon now suggested that the

government take over the role of his old profession and
8
'grubstake' prospectors. Presumably, like the storekeepers,
Seddon hoped that this would help to decrease regional
unemployment whilst increasing national gold production.

NOTE 6: Janice Lockwood 'Politics and Personality' P.R.May(ed)
Miners and Militants P.75, University of Canterbury
.'1975.
NOTE 7: NZPD: Vol 36, P 557, 28 Jul 1880.
NOTE 8: AJHR: Mines Statement C2 1891.

Go ---

Ip 1892 he suggested even further aid to the goldmining industry by proposing that miners establish local
prospecting associations funded by equal contributions from
the men and government.

Competent prospectors would provide

labour only, whilst a prospecting fund would 'grubstake'
them and provide equipment for authorised expeditions. 9
This suggestion was taken up and :prospecting associations,
subsequently became one of the main reci:pients of government
aid..

A year after Seddon's :pro:posal the Mines Department

reported grants to four such associations valued at £852.10
The lack of government su:pport for prospecting had
always been a source of grievance on the goldfields themselves.

This was :particularly so on the West Coast which

had long regarded itself as the premier goldmining area in
New Zealand.

In 1890 the West Coast's gold production had,

for the first time, fallen below 100,000 ounces.
continued to fall until 1897.

Production

The 'Coast' did not rea:p

Otago's initial advantages with the beginnings of the dredge
boom in the 1890s.

In 1895 west Coast gold production fell

below that of both Otago and Auckland.

Combined with this

was the rapid development of the coal and lumber industries
in these years.

Miners began to leave the uncertain world

of gold and drift towards more stable forms of em:ployment.
These uncertain economic prospects led the Mayor of
Greymouth, F.B. vVaters, to call a public meeting in July
1894 aimed at encouraging the government to increase subsidies
to the goldmining industry.

The meeting proposed a scheme

NOTE 2: AJHR: Mines Statement C5 1892.
NOTE 10: AJHR: Mines Statement C3 1893.

that would pay prospectors £.j per week, the miners themselves paying 30 shillings of this through prospecting
associations and the local bodies and the government sharing
the other half. 11 The speakers were confident that SUbstantial amounts of gold would be found and some even predicted
a rush similar to that in 1865.

The meeting estimated that

such a scheme would bring up to 10,000 men to the Coast.
Seddon, hm"l'ever, now the Prime Mini ster, was less
willing to accommodate his old allies.

'Nhen confronted with

this proposal he bluntly responded that although the
'government had no time to go into this at present,

t

he

would be pleased to 'afford any assistance to these people
under the regulations for prospecting,' which he refused to
amend. 12 Hardly a satisfactory answer when the Minister of
Mines, A.J. Cadman, himself admitted later in the year, that
assistance 'to the goldmining industry has always been
subject to the whim of the Minister of Mines of the day,
the result being that has been rendered spasmodically. ,13
Just one day before the Greymouth meeting further
proposals for aid to prospecting had been gazetted. 14
These were almost identical to the 1878 regulations which
had been revoked in 1882, and could not therefore be
expected to be any more successful.
In October 1894 Cadman publicly defended the
Liberal Government's prospecting policy.

The £15,713 that

his department had spent on prospecting in the~evious year
had, in his view, been of some definite good.

Moreover, the

fact that subsidised prospectors had made significant finds,
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE

11:
12:
13:
14:

GRA 17 Jul 1894.
NZPD Vol 83 P 622, 20 July 1894.
NZPD Vol 86, P 426,2 Oct 1894.
N.Z. Gazette 1894, Vol II, P 1077, 15 July.

Pa,qe b
such as the

~aihi

lode, pOinted to the effectiveness of

current pOlicy!5 In July 1895 R.M. McKenzie, the member
for Buller, spoke for most involved in prospecting when he
said that the 'regulations were so hemmed in with restrictions and complications that ordinary individuals found it
impossible to take advantage of them.'

16

He suggested to

Cadman that he simplify and amend the regulations by giving
'more liberal and adequate assistance' to private parties
and individuals, and that the methods of application and
payment be modified. 17 Cadman was not moved.

He intended

to take the matter to the Goldfields and Mines Committee and
alluded to a possible revision of legislation.
He

ag~in

hinted at these plans when, four months

later he listed twelve questions for reference to the
Committee for consideration.

The most significant of these

was the third which sought the 'best means by which the
mining industry can be further developed, utilising the
surplus labour of the colony in prospecting'1 8 The Committee
ultimately reported that the whole question of development
should be considered by a commission :]uring the parliamentary recess.

This

re~uest

was declined because the Cabinet

thought the costs prohibitive, and that little would be
gained from such a commission. 19
A.R. Guinness, the Liberal member for Grey, accepted
Cadman's challenge and some. three weeks later came up with
a positive scheme for the employment of the unemployed on
the goldfields.

Guinness, a Christchurch educated lawyer,

had been elected to represent Greymouth in 1884 and was to
NOTE j~: .NZ.E12
NOTE :l : NZPD
NOTE 11: Ibid
NOTE 18: N.Z.£D
NOTE 12 : NZPD

Vol 86, P 440, 2 Oct 1894.
Vol 87, P 239, 2 Jul. 1895·
Vol 90, P 623, 1 Oct 1895.
Vol 95, P 44, 26 Aug 1896.

rema l'n in Parliament until his death in 1913.

He

ViaS

a

dedicated su~~orter of Seddon, had become Chairman of
Committees in 1893 and was later
of

S~eaker

a~~ointed

to the

~osition

of the House.

Although not a tgoldminers t re~resentativet to the
extent that Seddon was, Guinness was a member of the
Goldfield's Committee and it was in their re~ort that he
suggested that the unemployed be ~ut to work to aid the
goldmining industry.

He advocated that the goldfields be

divided into several districts, in each of which unemployed
men could be employed constructing water races and reservoirs.
The 'government, he mid, should spend at least £50,000 per
annum on paying 'fair and reasonable' wages to the men.
Part of the money

ex~ended

could be recouped by mining

rights of ten shillings per acre on all Crown land thus

o~ened up.20 He maintained that this would em~loy a large
number of men at 'little or no expense to the government. ,21
Although Guinness's plans came to nothing at the
time, his scheme, or something similar, came to fruition
some thirty-five years later as a form of

de~ression

relief.

It was the depression and unemployment of the 1880s and
1890s that had persuaded first Seddon, then Cadman and
lastly Guinness to look back to the romantic days of their
youth and the goldrushes for an answer to
problems.

contem~orary

They all realised the value of gold, both as a

source of national wealth and as a source of employment.
Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries there was a continuing debate over whether to
su1?~ort

NOTE 20:
NOTE 21:

prospecting as a

~art

of governmental policYe

NZPD Vol 91, P 552, 22 October 1895.
Ibid

The

argument \vas related to the Ylider question of' government
involvement in business affairs.

The Liberals in the

1890s greatly extended the role of the State..

Moreover, on

the question of aiding the unemployed, there was great
division.

Those who opposed State intervention in social

matters did so because they felt that to aid the poor,
destitute or unemployed was 'to spoil them'.

This attitude

is well illustrated by James McGowan, the M.inister of Mines
in 1902 during a speech on increasing prospecting subsidies.
In his view, the 'best prospectors were those men who
carried on prospecting themselves.

A prospector is born, not

made; he is a man who devoted his life to his work.'

He

continued to say that to increase the subsidy available under
the existing regulations, or to give a direct vote would in
effect be doing 'that which he would not allow - namely,
supply small parties with the means to prospect a district. ,22
He was not against granting subsidies to an industry that was
need, but would only help goldmining if the local bodies
would take the initiative.

That is, he was willing to make

grants to goldminiD..g only under the existing regulations
that allowed subsidies to local bodies or interests.

He was

not willing, as Minister of Mines, to make direct grants to
aid prospecting. 23
Throughout the early twentieth century McGowan was
constantly being criticised by those of his colleagues
representing the goldfield communities..

Men like M"Gilfedder

from '{;rallace, A.L. Herdman from Mount Ida and .I .. Colvin from
NOTE 22: NZPD Vol 120, P 314, 15 Jul 1902.
NOTE 23: NZPD Vol 125, P 613, 18 Sep 1903.
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Buller repeatedly called for a renewal of mining legislation and a more active participation by the government
in the gold industry.

Colvin, in particular, felt that

the government was subsidising almost every other l'rimary
industry, but not the one that had done more to colonise
New Zea;Land than any other.

Was i t not, he asked, gold

that had attracted at least two of New Zealand's most
prominent politicians, and populated such areas as the
West Coast and Coromandel.

24

Opposition members, and especially those from goldfield constituencies, turned their attacks directly ul'on
McGowan and his management of the Mining 1'0rtfolio.

He had

drastically reduced expenditure on all forms of develol'ment
Between 1900 and 1905 New Zealand had borrowed

work.

approximately £5.75 million of which McGowan had sl'ent a
mere 9 l'ercent on mining..

However, between 1896 and 1900

Cadman, as Minister of Mines, had sl'ent 20 l'ercent of the

£2.75 million borrowed. 25 The feeli~~ amongst these rel'resentatives was that the Mines Department was neglecting the goldfields ..
NOTE 24: NZPD Vol 129, P 125 and 126, 3 Aug 1903.
NOTE 22: NZPD Vol 133, P 279, 1 Aug 1905.
Development £
Roads £
Total £

1896
1897
1898
1899

-

97
98
99
1900

Total
1900·~

1901
1902
1903
1904

-

01
02
03
04
05

Total

98,950
44,637
45,000
42,250
£230,837

89,357
98,092
62,625
72,700
£ 322,774

188,307
142,729
107,625
114,950
£553,611

46,967
50,000
50,000
20,000
14,000
£180,967

83,650
-84# 783
84,460
38,700
36,900
£ 328,493

130,617
134,783
134,460
58,700
50,900
£509,460

o
Moves for an imJ;lrovement in mining law came froID
,

"

two sources, politicians reJ;lresenting goldfield areas and
from within the industry itself.

A miping conference was

called by the Mines Department in June 1905.

It was

presided over by McGowan and was attended by representatives
of the department and the industry..

The conference claimed

to have found anomalies in the administration of mining law
26
which were later clarified by the 1905 Compilation Act ..
The conference also recommended the extension of the geophysic
survey.

As Colvin had suggested some years earlier, it

was not enough to merely survey the topography of the
country, what was needed was a thorough minerological survey_
Followip~

2

this recommendation a geologist, Dr Bell, was

appointed to the staff of the Mines Department and the huge
task of surveying New Zealand was commenced.
Suggestions by the conference for an increase in
the prospecting subsidy were included in the 1905 Mining
Amendment Act.
circles.

This, however, did little to appease mining

Aid would remain as difficult as ever as long as

the Minister reserved the right to grant it.

H. Poland, the

member for Ohinemuri and self acclaimed miners' representative

j

complained of the cumbersome procedures necessary to obtain
a subsidy.

In doing so he explained the complex manner in

which subsidies were

gr~Dted.

If a man wanted assistance to

prospect he had to first apply to the local body or
prospecting association.

If they apJ;lroved the project and werE

willing to support him recommendations were

fo~varded

to the

Minister of Mines with a report from the local Inspector of
Mines.

Assuming this \vas aJ;lproved, the Minister could then

NOTE 26: ~ Vol 135, Pp 827 and 1201, 28 Aug 1905.
NOTE 27: ~ Vol 125, P 613, 18 Sep 1903.
'

grant a sum up to ten shillincs per week (r:,rovided the
local bod:'l followed suit) for a limi ted period of time.
Out of this grant, apart from the usual prospecting or
mining fees, the prospective miner had to pay five shillings
per acre in survey fees and 2s.6d an acre as the first year's
rent, payable in advance.

At the end of a year, if he had

not obtained either one ton of quartz or a specimen of gold,
the rent increased to five shillings an acre and in a
further year to 7s.6d.

Not only was the subsidy very diffi-

cult to obtain and meagre, but the rents were seen to be
cri]?]?ling the development of ]?ros]?ecting.

'It is unfair,'

said Poland, 'that a man who has not received any return
from his land should have to ]?ay the seme rent as the Waihi
c aID]? any • ,28
Since the develo]?ment of aid to ]?rospecting as a
part of Mines De]?artment ]?olicy in the 1870s there had been
four kinds of assistance available to the goldmining industry;
aid for ]?rospecting dee]? levels, subsidies for developmental
and building work, subsidies to local authorities or
associations and rewards for discoveries.

miner~s

These four variatio

remained the same, in princi]?le, throughout the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, the actual amounts available,
however, were changed frequently by regulation.

In 1907

increases under the 1905 Amendment Act were gazetted.
Assistance of u]? to half the total cost was available for
]?rospecting dee]? levels..

This aid was mainly to hel]? quartz

miners who had lost their veins, and was available only for
NOTE 28 : NZPD Vol 139,. p. 27-,"" 2' Jul 1907.

t

prospecting below the level of 1,000 feet.
Subsidies for the building of water races and storage
reservoirs offered only one-third of the costs.

There were

limits on the size of work undertaken, and on the sale of
water thus :produced.

As with the previous subsidy, there was

also a limit on the number of subsidies that could be offered
in any one goldfield district.
Perhaps the most important type of subsidy was that
available to local bodies or miners associations.

These were

on a pound for :pound basis, with no more than £500 per local
body or Miners associations, at anyone time.

There were

classes of :pay for this, ten shillings per week, per man,
or contract rates for tunnelling or sinking.2 9
The next year these regulations were again extended.
Subsidies to local bodies and miners associations were
increased to £2 for every pound spent, and the weekly w8.ge
doubled to one :pound. 30
These

increases~

however, amounted to little as long

as McGowan's attitude remained unchanged.

Small parties, in

his view, did not tend to have the kind of results that
were 'commensurate with expenditure,.31 They did not have
the right equi:pment or know-how to penetrate the back-block
areas in search of quartz lodes, which to him were far more
important than alluvial deposits.

He proved to be right,

the easily accessible alluvial areas had been virtually all
worked out by the miners

of the previous century, but his

contemporaries did not accept this and his attitude annoyed
the goldmining interests of the time.

The goldfield

representatives were embittered by McGowan t s reluctance to
NOTE 29:
NOTE 30:
NOTE 31:

NeZ. Gazette 1907, Vol 1, P 649, 18 Feb.
N,Z. Gazette 1908, Vol 1, P 226, 17 Jan.

AJHR 1908, C2, P 2, Mines statement ..

spend departmental funds on aid.

In 1906 <','.H. He.rrrs,

member for the Bay of Islands had asked why

Ol1~y

£2,000

of the £14,000 voted to his department for development
work in 1905 had been spent.

The Minister's reply hit

the heart of the problem, 'so far no company has been able
to comply with the Act. ,32
should

cha~ge

changed.

:McGowan thought the industry

and the industry thought the Act should be

The fault still remained in 1907.

J.C. Thomson,

representative of Wallace, :put the situation neatly when
he stated that it was the capitalists alone who received

any gain from mining.

He felt that the men who had all

the practical experience, the

pros~ectors,

should be able

to gain assistance from the State, not those who already
had financial backing. 33
In 1905 the Mining Act and regulations had been
consolidated, three years later this had to be repeated.
Minil1~

legislation was in a state of constant change.

Later in 1908 the Mining Amendment Act again increased
subsidies for prospecting, making two changes in two years.
The reasons for these changes can perhaps be found in the
gold production

figures.

In 1906 gold production reached

a :peak of 560,000 ounces, a figure that had not been equalled
since 1870.

The next year, however, gold sales fell by

approximately a quarter of a million pounds.

Ttis caused

considerable anguish in mining Circles, particularly
because the loss of production came almost solely
alluvial mining.

fro~

McGowan refused to be intimidated by the

NOTE 32:NZPD Vol 138, P 660, 26 Oct 1906.
NOTE 33:~ Vol 139, P 605, 24 Jul 1907.
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.
dropplns
pro d uc t-on
l _.L~l'~Ul-es
:..,
•

H_.

&

e ill;qint,ained
that the small
-~,

prospector could not save the industry.

What was needed

were parties under government control, guided by knowledg34
able leaders and geolOgists.
The debate between the Minister of Mines and goldfield repre sentati ve s continued unabated for several years ..
The latter demanded more money, while the former decline9to authorise any further expenditure.

Poland, who by

September 1911 had become the leader of the Goldfields
Commi ttee demanded to knmv why only 30 percent of the vote
for assistance to mining had been s:pent.

McGowan replied,

as usual, that little could be done if the applicants did
not meet the stipulated requirements. 35 Prospecting aids
and subsidies were at a standstill.

Since their inception

in the 1870s little had changed and no-one was satisfied.
The goldfield representatives felt that little was being
done to aid their industry, while the Minister felt he was
doing as much as possible under the regulations, the
principle of which hererused to alter.

Men like

T.\V. Rhodes from Thames, who had long been an advocate of
increased aid to mining felt that the regulations in force
had been in existence for too long, and that 'the time
had come when they should be altered so as to enable
contributions to be made on a more liberal basis.,36
In 1911 the Liberals appointed a Royal Commission
to look into the position of the whole mining industry in
NOTE 34: P.JFffi 1908 C2, Mines Statement.

NOTE

~5:

NZPD Vol 156, P 286, 29 Sept 1911.
£10,000 had been voted for development work in
1_910-11 i yet onl;y: £3,000 was used ..
NOTE 36: NZPD Vo 164, P b65, 12 Sep 1913.

New Zealand.

It contained repr·esentati ves of nine vwrkers,

employers, government engineers and privDte interests.

They

visited every coal and metal mine in the country and
re}?orted at the end of that year.

Early in 1912 Coal Mining

and Mining Bills were drafted containing the recomrnendRtions
of the Commission, both of which were tabled before the .
Rouse in July.

Hovvever, with the change of government and

further delays it was not until the end of' 191 L~ that the
new Bills were made law. 37
By that date, however, the mining industry was under
the strain of the 7!ar ef'f'ort.

The First World Ylar had two

drastic ef'f'ects on the gold industry.

Firstly; an embargo

was placed on the sale of' gold by Britain, and secondly; a
large number of' miners lef't New Zealand to f'ight in Europe.
By the end of' the "Var both the gold production and the
number of' miners were reduced by approximately 50 percent. 38
In 1913 there were seventy-f'our gold producing dredges, five
years later this figure had been reduced to twenty-eight. 39
Despite the decreased work-force, the main reason for
the decrease in production was the embargo on the export of'
gold.

On the 5th August 1914 the Banking Amendment Act

was passed, prohibiting the export of' all gold.

Tvro days

later the Banking Amendment Act (2) made f'orf'eitIDl.re of' gold

uO

the punishment f'or breaches of' Mines Act •. From 1914 until
NOTE 37: NZEU Vol 176, Pp 120-122, 29 Sep 1914.
NOTE 38: In 1913 there had been 4,749 men involved in mining.
By 1918 there were only 2458, and this figure continued to drop. In 1913 approximately 375,000 oz of' gold were
exported. In ~918 a mere 12,000 oz went overseas. This last
f'igure ho-wever, is artif'ical because a lot of' gold was hoarded,
However, J.R.M. Salmon estimated a drop of' 50 percent in
production ..
NOTE 39: J .R. M. Salmon, 'Hi story of' Gold Mining in New Zeal and'
R.E. Owen, "'/ellington 1963, P 265.
NOTE 40: NeZ. statutes 1914, Pp 9-11.

November 1919, all New Zealand I

S

gold

ViaS

exported directly

to Britain, with a fixed price of £3.17s.6d. :per ounce ..
Meanwhile the :price on the world market was increasing due
to an international rise in :production costs, and averaged
between five and six :pounds per ounce. 41
Another effect of the war was the decrease in the
im:portance of gold.

Until the war gold had been seen as the

only truly economically valuable metal to be found in
New Zealand.

War demand caused Britain and the Dominions to

increase the search for base metals.

This shift in emphasis

was noticeable in the supply debate of 1916.

These debates

had formerly centred around demands from the coal and gold
industries.

But now, for the first time, minerals such as

iron and copper became equally important. 42
The loss of goldminers added to wartime and post-war
problems.

In 1916, W.D.S. Macdonald, the Minister of Mines,

,

'.

proudly announced that no other industry had responded in
such numbers to the call to arms. 43

It was assumed that

the men would return to the mines on their release from the
army, but it appears that they preferred the stability of a
steady income.

The numbers of miners continued to decrease

right through the twenties.
After the war several attempts were made by the mining
industry to gain some recom:pense for their losses during the
embargo.

Early in 1922 a report from the Goldfield's Committee

on a petition calling for compensation from Richard Ross of
Thames was laid before the House. 44 The Committee felt that
some form of compensation should be made.

T.E.Y. Seddon, son

of the former Premier and representative of the goldmining
district of' Hokitika, agreed, and pointed to the injustices
NOTE 41: ~ Vol 193, P 850, 31 Jan 1922.
NOTE 42: NZPD Vol 176, P 268 contin. 28 Jun 1916.
NOTE 43: Salmon P 265.
NOTE 44= For further demands see NZPD Vol 192, P 526 contino
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caused by huge increases in costs that had hit the mining
industry during the war.

He listed fourteen mining

essentials such as shovels, ropes and explosives that had
increased in price by an average of 260 percent since the
beginning of the war, at a time when gold prices had been
artifically held stationary.45

There was also the

possibilit~

that the banks had made a huge profit by hoarding the gold
until the embargo was lifted.

Although never proved, these

accusations further embittered mining interests.

Requests

for compensation came to nothing because the Imperial
government refused to reimburse the industry and the
New Zealand government felt it was not their duty to do so.
Very little changed in government Mining policy until
after the war.

Pressure groups from the industry and both

sides of the House lobbied successive governments for
changes that never eventuated.

There was very little

difference between the policies of the first Minister of Mines
Gisborne, the Liberals Seddon and McGowan,
Party's Macdonald.

fu~d

the Reform

While out of office these men were

willing to criticise mining law, but once in a position
of power they did little to alter that which they had formerly
fought against.

In fact

in mining legislation.

~rom

1878 there was no real change

The subsidies keptpace with, or a

pace behind price rises, but that was all.

The 1920s and early 1930s were to witness the impleNOTE 45:

~

Vol 193, P 846, 31 Jan 1922~

Dentation of a subsidised gold prospecting scheme.

Its

eventual introduction, hovrever, :probably owed more to the
political expediency of a depression government than
anything else.

Throughout the 1920s there was growing

pressure on \'l.F. Massey and later Sir J.G. Ward to implement
a more suitable prospecting scheme.
increases justified their arguments

The proponents of such
b~l

references to the

depressed state of the mining industry and growing unemploymente
The critical event was undoubtedly the 1926 Mining
Conference.

Since the end of the war New Zealand's mining

industry had entered a sharp recession.

Unemployment and

intermittency of employment were constant features of life in
the mining districts, especially on the coalfields.

_4ccord-

ingly, pressure for a reassessment of the entire mining
industry grew.

Considerable time at the conference was

devoted to the problems of the goidmining industry.
The idea for a mining conference came not from the
Mines DeIJartment, although A.J. Anderson, the Minister of
Mines was patron, but from the Otago School of Mines.

In

June 1925 a steering committee was formed under Professor
J. Park in Dunedin to organise the conference, the first
46
since 1890.
The conf'erence was convened on 2 February
1926 at the Otago University and lasted until the 6th
of that· month.
Discussion on the future of the goldmiping industry
revolved around three main papers; one by R. Gilkenson, a
mining solicitor from Dunedin, on mining legislation; one
NOTE 46: DNC P viii.

by

J.P. Downey, a mines inspector from Reefton 1 on the

revival of prospecting; and one from A.H. Kimbell, the
Under-Secretary of Vanes on State aid to goldmining.
Opening the Conference Professor Park set the scene
for the papers to come Since the war period goldrnining has suffered
a double handicap in the great increase of
wages and cost of mines supplies, and in the
fixing of the price of gold at the pre-war
rate not withstanding the depreciation of the
pound sterling. The meaning of this is that
miners and companies that were able to make
ends meet in 1914 are now unable to continue
working except at a loss, or they have to be
content '>'vi th a lower profit than the uncertain
nature of the industry warrants. 47

J.P. Downey, in his paper on prospecting and the
revival of the mining industry followed Park's gloomy
lead.

Gold production in the twentieth century he said,

had reached its zenith in the years 1903-09 with an average
annual production of some £2,062,212.

By 1923 this was down

to £698,583.

The number of men employed had also dropped

drastically.

This he attributed to the decline of the

known fields, the demise of the 'old time' prospector and
certain economic factors.

The war had depleted the work force,

increased costs and held returns at a standstill.

Wildcat

investments in unwise ventures since the beginning of the
century, had discouraged many and diverted cal/ital towards
safer ventures.

Government expenditure had done little for

the industry he thought.

Geophysical surveys had found no

unexploited deposits by 1926, and the possibility of finding
large quanti ties of gold was regarded by Downey as highly
improbable.
Downey, ho"vever, still nursed some hope.

The

geophysical survey had covered in detail only one seventh
:NOTE 47:

I21lli- P xxi x -

of New Zealand.

Lar.:::;e cdTiountG of the remClinder had been

explored in a very haphazard vvay by prosIlectors in the
previous century.

Downey regarded them as illequi:p:ped

for a close survey of such rugged country.

'~~ere

there

is room for exploration,' he said, 'there is room for
48
discovery.' The industry, in order to revive itself,
needed some kind of artificial stimulus, and Downey had
several suggestions for this.

Subsidised prospecting

under the :present system was not enough.

The government

should establish larger :parties of at least six men under
a com:petent leader who could educate the men and organise
, the ex:pedi tion.

He a1 so sugge sted a more methodi cal

a:p:proach to :prospecting associations.

Small local grou:ps

as eXisted, were ill-funded and :parochial.

0bat was needed

was one 'national body which could raise the necessary
finance from all sections of the mining community.49
In his :pa:per on mining legislation, Gilkenson
:pointed to a trend that has been frequently mentioned above.
The Minister of Mines, he stated, held too much :power in his
own hands.

The decision as to who received subsidies should

not be at his discretion, but should be regulated by
legislation.

Until this ha:p:pened Gilkenson maintained,

develo:pment was com:p1etely at the whim of the Minister.
Kimbell took a com:plete1y different :point of view
from both Downey and Gilkenson. 'In no other country,' he
said, fdoes the state offer such liberal and varied assistance to miners and :pI'os:pectors as in New Zea1and.
NOTE 48:
NOTE 49:
NOTE 50:

.12M.Q P 284.

DMC P 296.
DEC P 315.

f

50

He

listed the extent of assistance to all forms of minine,
,

'.

and the amounts spent since their institution. 51

There

were seven basic forms of state aid to mining, geophysical
surveys, financial aid to prospecting, prospecting drills,
loans for mining, schools for mines, subsidised roads to
mining fields and government water races.

He saw the

fi~st

three as being of particular importance to the development
of gold prospecting.
Since the first discovery of gold in New Zealand the
government had employed geologists to explore and report on
geophysical formations.

In 1905 this was put on a more

formal footing by the Mines Department.
20,049 square miles had been surveyed.

By 1926 some
This was far from

being finished and no reports had been published.

There were

two kinds of prospecting subsidies; standard and deep leads
For standard prospecting the pay was either 39 shillings
per week per man, or based on complicated contract rates. 52
-" Subsidies for pro specting deep leads
the cost up to a maximum of £10,000.

in quartz were for half
The Mines Department

also had numerous prospecting drills which they hired out
to 'companies or parties for testing quartz reefs.

Vlhere a

government employee was used to supervise the drilling, the
department paid half his expenses. 53
The conference broke up after three days of papers
and suggestions on hmv best to aid the mining industry, but
this was to no avail.

No radical change to mining law was

suggested by the conference, and none was forthcoming.

It

did, however, show a developing awareness of the problems of
NOTE 51: D.MG. P 311.
NOTE 52: .m!Q P 31 6 •
NOTE 5~: mire P 317 "

See Appendix No •. II.

the mining industr:,T y.:hich v;as to become more important by
'.,

the end of the decade.
The poli ticians andmi.ners that had been at the
conference were not alone in their concern over the mining
situation.

Residents of the goldfield areas were worried too.

The businessmen, the mine workers and the prospectors were
all affected.

Almost every other primary industry in

New Zealand was better treated.

These people began to

group together to pressurise the government for better
legislation and increased aid to goldmining.
In Se:ptember 1927 a public meeting was held in 'Naihi.
Representatives of the local bodies and mining communities
asked the government to make more land available for mining,
increase state aid and reduce mining rents for unproductive
land. 54 'A year later a similar meeting was held in Ohinemuri.
A committee consisting of the Mayors of Waihi and Paeroa,
representatives of the local Chambers of Commerce and mine
managers had, at their own expense inquired into the problem
of how best to aid local mining.

They reported in September

1928 that the best practical aid would be government
- erection of a crushing battery for testing prospectors' ore
samples. 55 As usual nothing more than recognition was

.

granted to either of these requests.
In June 1930 a bounty on gold production was requested
by the Greymouth Chamber of Commerce.

They mentioned that

other industries were supported by government tariffs and
subsidiese

"":l1y not mining?

A bounty on every ounce produced

would lead to a revival within the gold industry, which they
NOTE 54: NZPD Vol 213, P 950, 2 Sep 1927.
NOTE 55: NZPD Vol 219, P 75, 7 Sep 1928 .

h6

hoped \'{ould hcwe the re suI t of Y'ec1ucine unemplo:)Tment,,"/

This idea vIas brought forv!ard again two months later at a
'.

"

:public meetil1-.g in Inangahua..

The main problem wi th the

gold industry, as they saw it, was that inflation had
caused a rise in living and production costs, but the price
of gold had remained relatively stationary.
resolved that 'as

somethiD~

The meeting

had to be done to hel:p gold-

mining, and it was uneconomic to raise the price, the
government should pay a subsidy of one :pound for every
ounce produced. ,57
Even areas as far removed from the goldfields as
Christchurch felt that something should be done by the
government to revitalise the industry.

An editorial in the

Christchurch Times suggested that goldmining was in need of
some kind of stimulus to restore it to its former prosperity.
The editor was sure that large areas of auriferous groll-Dd
remained in New Zealand.

All that was needed was a more

systematic method of prospecting and an influx of government capital. 58 A year later the Times again mentioned the
importance of the gold industry, and its possible benefits
to. the communi ty.

An increase in gold production, 'vvhich

could be brought about by an influx of aid, would be very
beneficial to the nation in troubled times. 59
The Christchurch Times was not alone in its interest
in the possibility of a gold revival.

The Greymouth Chamber

of Commerce had in June 1980, called for a bounty on gold
production similar to one planned in Australia.

60

They had

NOTE 56: GES 28 Jun 1930.
NOTE
GES 8 Aug 1930 .
NOTE
Christchurch Times 9 Oct~ 1930.
NOTE
Ibid 16 Oct 1931.
NOTE
In January 1931 the Australian Federal government
initiated payments of £1 for every ounce of gold
produced for the next ten years.

hoped that a bount;)" y,'ould have a marked effect on
unem];lloyment by dra'01ing a large ];lercentage of the unemployed
from the main centres. 61

Getting little response to their

];lro];losals the Chamber tried again a few months later and
];lassed a resolution asking the government to aid goldmining
by

introducing a bonus or bOULDty system on gold production.

They felt that 'if

there was a subsidy on gold,

em:ploy-

ment could be found for two or three hundred men,' in the
Greymouth area alone. 62
As usual the res];lonse of the Mines De];lartment was
disa];l];lointing.

The ];lrinciple of aid to the mining industry

would not be changed, no bounty would be initiated.
In October 1930 the Goldfield's Committee had been
a];lproached by five petitioners calling for further aid.
H.E. stevens of Thames was the most im];lortant petitioner.
He had two main pro];losals.

Firstly he suggested that the

committee favourably recommend to the government the
introduction of a bonus system •.
The second pro];losal suggested that
the goldmQning industry offers an opportunity for the employment of unemployed
miners, and that the men so em];lloyed will
render a more valuable aid to the state
than is rendered by many men who are employed on relief lilforks; and that the government
be requested to formulate and bring before
the Unem];llo~~ent Board, :pro];losals for
assisting the gold industry with a view to
relieving unem];lloyment.
63
This ];lroposal was not new.

It had been mentioned

often in the :past, and guite recently in Parliament.

It

is important, however, because it is suggestive of what
did actually happen.
NOTE 61:
NOTE 62:
HOrpE 63:

The close relationshi];l between the

28 J un 1 930 .
GE..§, 29 Nov 1930.
NZPD Vol 226, P 1232, 25 Oct 1930,
GE S ,

benefit of the unemployed and the benefit to the incustry
is made clear in this petition.
prospecting scheme so unusual.
unem~loyedJ

This is what made the
It helped everybody, the

the industry, and to some extent, the nation.

Public pressure and demands for increased aid and
unemployment relief for the goldmining industry did not
have any immediate effect on legislation.

It did express,

however, a trust in the mining industry's ability to save
the situation.

Th~s

was eSIJecially noticeable ina public

meeting of local mining interests in Thames on 1 October
1931.

It IJroIJosed a scheme, which was later aIJproved by

the local unemployment committee, whereby instead of working
two or three days a vleek under the existing relief schemes,
the unemployed should be placed on small mining claims with
a government subsidy.

Members hoped the Mines Department

would pay for insurance and supervision of these men and in
return, receive 15 percent of all gold earnings. 64
As the depression worsened, more and more people began
looking for alternative relief works.

It was only natural

that there were so many willing to look towards gold for a
solution to insolvency.

It was after all, the only primary

product with an enhanced value.
Mining interests and local pressure groups were not
the only ones who looked to the goldmining industry during
the 1920s and early 1930s as a means of reviving state
finances.

In pre-war days, the goldfield representatives

and other interested politicians were extremely vocal in
NOTE 64: DB 11/2/- Under-Sect Mine s to Commi s sioner
Unemployment, 13 Oct 1931.

in th8ir attemj?ts to pressurise the lanes De=,artment into
,

"

a larger development vote and a more realistic IJolicy.
Poland made this clear in 1923, when he stated that, tit
is time the government recognised the value of the mining
industry and made an earnest endeavour to increase
production. t65

Anderson, however, felt that if aid were to

be given the local bodies should anticiIJate the IJroIJosals
and bevvilling to support it thoroughly.
complained that two 17est Coast Counties,

In 1922 he had
~'!estland

and Grey

had received £8,000 and £12,000 resIJectively in the previous
five years from goldfield revenue, yet they still asked the
government to contribute £3 for their £1
mente

towards develop-

He maintained that it was as much their resIJonsibility

as it was his, and they should, therefore, be prepared to

,

pay at least one third of the costs.

66

Members like Poland, T.E.Y. Seddon and James O'Bl'ien
from Greymouth argued that the nation as a whole was willing
to reap the benefits of an extremely valuable industry
while it was prosperous, but preferred to ignore it in
bad times.

In the previous thirty years the district of

Ohinemuri alone 67 had mined some £45 million worth of gold
and silver and companies had paid over £6.5 million in
dividents, while the government had spent a paltry £7,800
on prospecting the area.

68 If there was to be a gold revival

the government had to be willing to make aid readily
available.
The weekly subsidy for prospectors was treated by
NOTE 6~:
NOTE 6 :
NOTE 61:
NOTE

68:

NZPD, Vol 201, P 763,
NZPD, Vol 197, P 515,
See Appendix No.1 for
figures.
NZPD, Vol 198, P 635,

13 Aug 1923.
4 Oct 1922.

national gold production

26 Oct 1922.

Anderson not as a vlage, but as a

f

grubstake v vlhich merely

+
69 Th'lS
assure d the :prospec t or th a t h e ,\vou ld no t st"arve.

was not regarded by mining interests as being incentive
enough to attract men away from regular wages and family
life.

The de:partment was asked time and time again to

increase this to at least a £3 a week :payment.
By the end of the 1920s, with an increase in
unemployment, some :politicians, li1ce their counter:parts
of the 1880s saw the gold industry as a J)ossible way out
of their difficulties ..

Men like A.M. Samuel, Iii.P. for

Thames, ho:ped that the
solution of the lLl1elJl};lloyment :problem might
be affected by the discovery of a new goldfield. He wished to urge uDon the Minister
Lof M:ineGl the necessi ty for granting further
assistance to :prospectors.
70
The recognition of the gravity of the economic
situation and the formation of the UnemDloyment Board in
1930 only added weight to the Samuel's pro:posal.

In

October of that year, the Goldfield's Committee suggested
that goldmining would be an

i'deal way of helping the

unemDloyment Droblem, and that definite pro:posals should
be immediately put to the Board. 71 A grant from the Board
to the Mines Department was beill..g planned at the time, but
this was only a very tem:porary measure.

In the meantime

the de:partment was still ham:pered by a lack of funds,
(

caused by the general government retrenchment, and could
do nothing on its own to increase the scale of pros:pecting
o:perations..

Condi tions Vlere similar across the Tasman,

but at least New South \Vales was actively involved.
of sixty to seventy men were sent out pros:pecting.

NOTE 69:
NOTE 70:
NOTE 71:

N7.PD Vol 207, P 901, 2 SeD 1925.
NZPD Vol 223, P 22, 24 Sep 1929.
NZPD Vol 226, P 1233, 25 Oct 1930~

Parties
They

were SUPDlied vii th all the nece ssary- equiIJrnent aDd I?aid
one pound a vveek wages.

The men were allowed to keep all

gold found and were supervised by experienced men.

By

October 1930 there ,,'(ere some 16,000 Australians'On this
scheme.

All this was financed out of Unemployment funds.

72

The possibility of a similar scheme operating in
New Zealand was raised in the Legislative Council early
the next year by the Honourable Mark Fagan.
long represented mining interests.

Fagan, had

He had mined in both

Australia and the West Coast and had been the General
secretary of the Inangahua Gold and Coal Mines Union for
sixteen years before entering the Council.

He was well

qualified to comment on the goldmining industry and
mentioned that New Zealand was restricted by three things
in 1931, the decreased income from primary produce,
massive unemployment and an inabili ty to borrow abroad.
The rising price of gOld73 encouraged him to look towards
mining as a relief scheme.

Other relief measures were

only 10 percent productive, he said, but with gold
prospecting, the figure could be as high as 60 percent.
Even if it cost £6 to produce £4 worth of gold, it would
be more worthwhile than spending £10 on £1 worth of roading.
'Ni th almost Keynsian

insight he maintained that it did

not matter who received the gold from such a scheme, as
long as it was allowed to circulate in society.74
During these years after the war the goldfield
representatives put

fo~vard

goldmining as a means of aiding

the nation's deficits and employment problems.
NOTE 72: NZPD Vol 226, P 1233, 25 Oct 1930.
NOTE 73: Gold vvas then Vlorth over £5 per oz in r,Iel bourne.
NOTE 74: lIZEQ Vol 229, P 729 - 733, 18 Sep 1931.

Gold Dros:pecting
'.,

ViaS

a more economic vmy of

}jroviding relief because it produced immediate wealth.
Thi s was qui te 1LYllike the No.5 Scheme vvhi ch was initiated
in early 1931 and was seen as soul destroying and wasteful.
Political pressure for an increase in Dros}jecting aid
had turned away from the Mines DeDartment by the end of
1931.

It had always refused it, or enmeshed it in

endless regulations.

They were nOlvlooking towards the

Unemployment Board for future aid.

The eventual establish-

ment of the gold pros}jecting scheme was notsolely a matter
of depression relief.

It came from many different parties

who saw in it the possibility of relieving unemployment,
improving national income, and lastly, as a means of
relief to a IOll..g suffering indus tr;y.

If v!e acce:;t the

·,~.'all

Street crash, October, 1929,

as the' conventiaml dating of the onset of the

depression~

'.,

it is significant that it was not until mid-1932 that the
gold prospecting scheme was established.

This date could

be linked to ... all apparent change in governmental llolicy
with the introduction of Coates and the Coalition Government in Selltember, 1931.
than this.

But there is more to the timing

The local bodies were themselves in a llosition

to introduce such a scheme into their unemllloyment policy.
As Helen Breen suggests the government was more than willing
to support the local Unemployment Committees who were
'entitled to a major share in the administration of relief
to the unemployed. 11

As we have seen, pressure had been

applied on the government by the local communities for the
establishment of a gold prospecting scheme.
the local bodiee so slovv in responding?

','<'hy then were

The main reason for

this lay in their inability and reluctance to take the
initiative.

Rather than establish a scheme of their

OVfD,

the local bodies preferred to wait for the Unemployment
Board to take the initiative, or to rely on traditional aid
available from the Mines Department.

By mid 1932, however,

it was obvious that the Board would not supply a special
grant for prospecting, as it had for the building and farming
industries, and that the Mines Department did not have the
finance to continue its existing aid.
The Unemplo;Y11lent Board's eventual acceptance of gold
prospecting as a part of the No.5 ScheDe in 1932 does not
represent a move tov;lards an enlightened de:9ression relief
polic;;l.
NO~

G.R. Hawke describes a similar process in his article

1: He 1 en 111. Breen:

t

Oamaru in the DeIJre s 8i on of the
1930s.' M.A. Thesis. Canterbury
1977. p 66.

on Coates and the establishment of the Reserve Bank during
'.,

the de Ill'e ssion.
It is at least misleading to describe the
Reserve B~k as originating as an ~nti
depression device. It c~n be traced directly
to Treasury's concern over the exchange
problem in 1930 and not to recognition of a
depression in New Zealand.. 2
The principle here is very similar to the establishment of the gold subsidy.

It has been established by

historical convention that 1932-1933 was a water-shed,
dividing the government's depression policy into two parts,
'mindless inactivity, followed by deliberate intervention .. ,3
The idea of a prospecting subsidy, had been in circulation
very much longer than that of the Reserve BaQk..

The

introduction of such a scheme can not be seen primarily as a
part of.a governmental policy change.
The timing of the introduction of the gold subsidy
should be seen more as a matter of political expediency.
L~te

1931 and 1932 saw the worsening of a misunderstood

economic phenomenon.

Both Ward and Forbes had seen the

depression as a temporary economic crisis, to be met by
sui table short-term methods..

By thi s time, hmvever, further

increases in unemployment had given the depression an
appearance of permanence.

Both the government and the

local bodies began to look elsewhere for more suitable ways
of alleviating the increasing hardship.

The government was

willing to further develop a small scale scheme that had
proved relatively successful, and the local bodies were
vlillinz to drop requests for an independent vote for
prospecting and incorporate it into their existing schemes.
HorrE 2: G.R. Hawke:

'The Government and the Depression of the
1930s in New Zealand: An Essay towards a Revision' in
Australian Economic History Review: Vol XIII, No.1
March 1973, P 77.
NOTE ".): Ibid P qh

New Zealand could scarcely have been in a vorse
'

•.

condition to cODe uith an international depression than
in 1929.

The prices of primary :produce, which amounted to

some 94 percent of all New Zealand's export earnings. had
decreased between 1925 and 1927, 4 and although they bega.'rl
to ri se slowly in 1928 the economic position was still
very unstable.

At the beginning of 1929 New Zealand

apI'eared, momentarily, to be emerging from a :period of
!=;

post-war depression, rather than preparing to enter

another.~

The unexpected economic crisis of the 1930s forced a
haphazard and piecemeal relief system onto a nation that was
basically unprepared.

It was not until Yvell into the thirtie s

that the government was. adequately experienced in de pre ssion
politics to attempt new and more suitable means of
combattiD~

this problem.

In 1921 the weekly average for registered unemployment had been as high as 1,097.
fallen to 426.
high of 1,196.

By 1925 this figure had

A year later it rose again to a post-war
6

This increase in 1926 prompted

J.G. Coates, as Reform Prime ~,Unister, to pass the 'Local

Bodies Empowering Act', which, although only a stop-gap
measure, did allow some measure of relief to the growing number
of unemployed.

The Act permi tted local bodies to borrow

money from the state for the relief of ll...1'J.employment, wi thout
NOTE: 4: Noonan,. 'The Riot s of 1932'" P 7.
NOTE 5: Sinclair fA History of New Zealand' P 231.
NOl1E 6 : AJHR 19 2 9, H 11b
Average weekly unem:ployed.
1921 - 1097
1922 - 1,237
1923 599
1926 - 1,19 6
1924 - 437
1925 426
1929 (to July)
1927 - 1,952
1928 - 2,504
- 2,975

havin.:.r to raise a :poll tax on rate
"

Be tv/een 1926

and 1930 under these rezulations and relief measures ta!;;:en
by government de:partments, some £1.8 million was spent on
unem:ployment. 8
The economy worsened towards the end of the 1920s,
and between 1928 and 1931 New Zealand's export ?rices fell
by over 40 percent.

It was no longer possible to borroTI

abroad the annual five or six million pounds that had
become the norm. 'Building was reduced by three-Quarters,
industry slowed down, short-time Vlork increased five-fold'
a

and un.em:ployment increased.....

By December 1930 there were

11,000 registered unemployed.

By October 1931, the figure
10
had risen to 51,000 and a year later it was 56,000.
As early as 1928 the government :perceived that more
had to be done about unemployment.

In October a committee

of seven, headed by W. D. Hunt, M.anaging Director of '.7right
stephenson and Company and veteran of two Taxation Committees
in the 1920s, was commissioned to look into this question.
The re:port of the Unem:ployment Committee (or as it was more
freQuently called, the Hunt Committee) was laid before the
House in two ]!arts, one on the 29th August 1929, and the
other on the 28th January 1930. 11
The committee reviewed earlier treatment of the
unem]!loyed..

U:p until the :present, all efforts to relieve

NOTE 7: NeZ. statutes 1925 P 5.
NOTE 8 : GeE. S. 28 Feb 1930.
1926 - 27 1927 - 28
1928- 2 9
£680,000
Public Vlorks Depart. £130,000
£379,565
state Forest Service
14,240
27,500
50,250
Lands and Survey
3,500
Auck. City Council
61,229
53,099
28,539
Ch.ChJCity Council
6,704
39,801
25,360
Dunedin City Council
3 1 175
9,750
8,492
14 Other local Bodies 28,976
77,323
70,019
NOTE 9: ~.~:.B. Sutch: 'The Quest for Security in Nev,r Zealand f
London 1942, P 115
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uneDployment had been in the field of :public works and
",

sJ)ecial relief' from the government and local bodies.

Such

a procedure was administratively complex and costly.

Only

70 percent of' the money was used to J)rovide work, the rest
paid for the duplicated administration.

This wastage caused

by a lack of co-operation between employing authorities led
to the recommendation that a central controlling body be
established. '~vo things are urgently re~uired:

first, the

creation of a J)ermanent organisation to deal with problems
of

unemplo~~ent,

purposes

0 l'

and second, a fund to be used for the

suc h an

.

~.

organlsa~lon. t

12 The Unemp 1 oymen t and

Sustenance Fund was to be financed by a poll t8.-X of thirty
shillings per year on every male over the age of' twenty.
The Committee stressed that the tax was to be :paid by
everyhody because unemployment was a social problem, the
risks and costs of which must be borne by the whole society.
Being a primary producer the small secondary industry in
New Zealand could not support an unemployment insurance
scheme as in other countries that depended heavily on
employer contributions.

The Committee hoped that this fund

would provide some £700,000 per annum which would be increased
from the Consolidated Fundby a grant

e~ual

to one-third of

all expenditure •
. The second part of the report stated the format of
the permanent organising body, which vvas to be called the
Employment Board.

It vvas to co-ordinate a national programme

for the encouragement of employment and the redevelopment of'
industry in an attempt to foster this.
NOTE 12:

AJHR

H 11b, 1930, P 3.

Theimmediate effect of the Hunt Re[Jorts was the
"

,

fUnemployment Act', nassed in October 1930.

This Act

follov/ed the commi ttee f s recommendations almost to the
letter.

An Unemployment FUIdwas established and financed

by the recommended noll tax.

A permanent body, the

Unemployment Board was established to control national
··
13
unemp 1 oymen t po 1 lCles.

The Board had three main functions: firstly, to I1lB-'k:e
arrangements between employers and emnloyees for the
development of private emplo;yment; secondly, to nromote the
growth of New Zealand industry and hence em:ployment; and
thirdly, to make recommendations for the pa;y1Jlent of
sustenance.

The provisions for the payment of sustenance

however" were not used until after the Labour Party's
in 1935.

victor~T

One important change from the recommend-

ations of the re:port was in the degree of aid available from
the Consolidated Fund..

The report had suggested that the

Consolidated Fund be (Jsed to subsidise the Board by one-third
of all ex:penditure.
one-half

The Act, however, increased this to

The Board's funds were closely controlled.

It was

not nos sible to borrow from other sources, and the Board
could only use the credit directed snecifically to it.

The

new Board met for the first time in November 1930.
In that month the British banker and economist
Sir Otto Niemeyer departed from New Zealand.After advising
the Australian Federal Government, he had been invited to
NOTE 13: The Unemnlo~rment Board consisted of eight men
annointed by the Governor-General for a period
of two years. The Chairman was to be a Minister
of the CroVIn, two men vvere apnointed by him from
the Labour Department (later the Unemnloyment
.
Department), one eIl1ployer from a nrimary industry,
one from a secondary industry, tvvo renresentatives
of 18bour interests ruld a member of the Returned
Servicemen's Association.

.

"

Nevi Zealand to assist the cover·nment on plans for dealing
with the problems of depression.

His prescription was one

of rigid econolJJ0T followed by rigid economy.

This was in

keepiTl-l5 vii th the feelines of the Uni ted governnent of the
time.

There had been cuts of some £5 million in the 1930

budget..

The next year there was a further reduction of

£8 million, y,rhich, together represented a pruning of onethird of normal revenue.

15

Returning from an Imperial Conference at the
beginning of 1931, the Prime Minister, George Forbes,
stuck rigidly to the principle that New Zealand should
avoid the dole system.

There l'iOuld be no pay wi thout Ywrk.

Forbes regarded handouts as encouraging laziness and
demoralizing to the recipients.

The Unemployment Board

clung to this principle throughout the depression.
Shortly after Forbes' return, the Board started its
version of the 'final solution', the No.5 Scheme.
this scheme started in February, 1931

~

Vlhen

there were ahout

23,000 registered unem]!loyed, all of whom were promised some
kind of employment under the scheme.
ment figures were up to 38,000.

Wi thin a month unemploy-

The pressure was too much

for the Board, and in April it VlaS forced to tem:porarily
16
stop all payments.
There were not enough fW1ds available.
In July 1 the 'Unemployment Amendment Act' 1931, was passed
which increased the finances of the Board and altered its
structure in an effort to cater for this huge increase in
unemployment. 17
NOTE 14=
NOTE 1 hO
NOTE
NOTE 17:

NeZ. Statutes 1930 P 10.
':.r.B. Sutch: Quest for Security, P 115.
Ibid
The levy of thirty shillings per annum ViaS reduced
to £1 and an Unemployment Tax of 3d in the pound was
introduced on all income. The newly aJ;lpointed l.1ini ster of
UnemJ;lloyment, ~.Coates,bec8me Chairman of the changed U.B.aloup'

it;
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Even with increased finances there was still not
,

".

enough v:ork or money to eO round and both had to be ra ti oned.
There was a toughening of eligibility for relief and the
rates of pay were reduced.

Single men received only nine

shillings per day and could \'vork only six days each month,
while married men received 12s.6d. for nine days, or twelve
1S
if they had two or more children.
The government's reaction to the depression was not
part of a planned policy.
leading them.

It was led by events rather than

The Unemployment Board was established on

the recommendations of an 'independent' committee, and ,,'\Then
this failed it was simply remodelled to fit existing needs.
In this manner depression policies proceeded, never leading,
always following, in the shadow of events.

The Board was willing to hand the initiative for
relief schemes to the local bodies.

In the case of the

prospecting schemes, hov\rever, local bodies could not really
cope

with this initiative.

Local organisations, especially

on the Vlest Coast, had been demanding for years, that the
governIJ.ent cement a relationship between the gold industry
and unemLJloyment, but they VJere very half-hearted in their
attempts to forSe any such relationship themselves.
The first rr.eeting of the Unemplo;)rment Board was held
on 25 November 1930, and almost iffilllediately it bee-an to
organise a national infrastructure for the establishment of a
relief LJoliey throughout New Zealand.

Four days after their

first meetine, the Board made a national call for local
NOTE 18: G. Lawn, 'Unemployment Relief in New Zealand'
Economic Record Vol VITI Nnv 1 Q':\1

UneD.:ployment COIilTIi ttees to o:psr6.te local
'.k

l~elief.

The local

Commi ttee s \7ere to consi st of', or be reJ)resent8tive of,
local governing authori ties and such other bod:ie s as Hospi tal
and Chari table _6_id B08rds, the Red Cross, religious groups,
organisations s.lreac1y aiding w1employment, labour organisations, employers associations, manufacturers, the R.S.A;,
1(

re:presentative s of the legi s18 ture and the L8bour Department. .
It was bOIled that the local conuni ttees could help by
unemplo;~nnent,

collating statistics relating to local

and by

encouraging the unemployed to obtain jobs for themselves
without having to rely on relief.
The Unemployment Committees, or in their absence, a
local officer from the Labour De:partment, were to act as
local agents of the Unemployment Board.

1,7age rates were

left to their discretion on the proviso ths.t the Board would
refw1d no more than the standard relief rates.

20

Allocations

for relief payments were made by the Board on the basis of the
mmber of unemployed and their status.
for the y"hole of NevI' Zealand each vveek.

A lump sum "vas provided
Thi s was eli vided into

districts based on unemployment figures for the previous week.
The Board had nothing to do with local allocations.
were the responsibility of the local commi ttees.

These

They vv'ere

thus able to incorporate any method they vlished as a means of
relief.

That they did not use imaginative methods of eD.ploy-

ment could be blamed on their conservative nature and a desire 1
husband their resources carefully.

In the goldmining regions

the committees had the :pOl'ier to ini tiate pros:pecting scheme s,
in 1930, but they IJreferred to wait until the government took
steps to introduce such a scheme.
Norr.G 1 9 :

They eXIJected that the

G. E . S • 29 Nov 1 930 .

NOTE 20:J. Bel shm~

Y

The Cri si s in New Zealand', P 69.'

gold scheme nould be costly 2nd hence their const8nt delilands
for more money and their unwillinsness to

'eo

it slone'.

Their motive in this ]!roved to be primarily one of selfconsideration.

They ho:ped that special grants would be

made available for ]!ros:Qectine and were reluctant to use
their allocations from the No.5 Scheme.
The local committees varied in size and res:ponsibility
For example, the Greymouth Commi ttee vlhich met for the first
time in December 1930 covered the whole area between the Gre;}T
and Taramakau Rivers. 21 The small township of Ross, hoy/ever,
had its o'.vn cOI:!lli1ittee.

The re})resentation and attitudes of

the Ross Unem:ploY111ent COlllini ttee thrm'J much light on the day
to day running of such bodies.
VlaS

The JIayor of Ross, R.

the Chairman of the committee vfhich

February 1931.

ViaS

OSIDOS,

established in

There were two other council representat-

ives, A..'N. Peebles, the Town 'Clerk, and Councillor K.O. M:ay.
There were also tvvo representatives of religious bodies, one
from Labour circles, an employer, a farmer, and the Postmaster
22
"vho represented the Labour Department c
The largest industry
of the town, the sawmill, was in fact represented twice on the
committee, K.O. May was its Manager, and G.R. Chapman, the
employers' re})resentative, its mvner.

The closeness of the

commlL.'1.i ty meant that the committee was in a better position to
judge the problems and possibilities of the area than was the
case in larger areas and cities.

A. later Mayor of Ross,

J .A. I.1urdoch, was Chairman of the Unemployment Committee and

the Ross Fros]!ecting Assocation..

It \yas this awareness and

proximity to local indstry that led to early demands from the
Ross Committee and others like it, for separate grants for gold
NOTE 21: G.~.S. 16 Dec 1930.
NOTE 22: Ross Archives, (Canterbury University) D 5,
Ro ss UneIJ.ployment Commi ttee Einu te s, L~ February 1931.

J3inins.

This closene2s of

disadvaIltages.

COnTill1Ility~

The COJI1..L'Tli ttee

'itaS

tJo',xever, also had

often influenced by its

knowledge of the men it was aiding.

Jln exam:gle of thi s

occurred in Imgust 1931 "\7hen the Ross Commi ttee forced
G .. Roberts to stand daVIn froD relief v:ork for two 'weeks

because he had Bade a statement to the effect that some
members of the commi ttee were tnot behavir!2: in a straiehtfOT'\vard manner. ,23 This kind of autocratic power and
influence caused much resentment bet'\veen the unemployed and
their fellow' townsmen on the commi ttee ..
The Unemployment Board. star-ted in 1930 with three
relief schemes.

Number One was a £2 subsidy to local bodies

for £1 spent on relief.

The local bodies were to provide

work and surervision of the unemployed and pay one-third of
the standard relief rates.

Thirty-two thousand pounds were

made available for this scheme which provided 50,000 working
days for 4,000 unemployed lli'1.til January 1931, when it ended.
Number Two scheme was an attempt to include the private sector
in relief.

The Board paid 50 percent (7 shillings) of wages

to employers to do develollment work which could not normally
have been financed.

The Third scheme was an attempt to providE

at least tlvO days' vlork, at 14 shillings per day, for every
unem1l10yed man in NeVI Zealand before Christmas 1930.

These

three schemes v-Iere sUJjerseded in 1931 b;:{ scheme s nUBbered

4JI-, 4B and 5.

ScheTile No.4 was ini tiated to help the develop-

ment of productive farmland.

4.4.. paid one-half of labour costs

to farms to llrovide for work that vlOuld otherwise not be done,
2h
and 4B was a similar subsidy based on contract rate s. .
NOTE 23:
NOTE 24:

Ibid, 31 Aug 1931.
AJHR H 35,1931 •

The No.5 scheme uhich started in February 1931,vas
intended to operate only until the end of llarch, and had a
limited expenditure of £150,000.
so great, horlever 1 that it

ViaS

Local body res:ponse Vias

extended indef ini tel;y..

on the scheEle officially started on

9 Pebruary.

::!ork

It was a plan

to give everyone relief by rationing the work and funds available.

The viork was provided by Borough and County Councils,

Harbour, Toym, River, Road, Drainage, Domain, Hospital,
Education and TranwlaY Boards, and any other bodie s approved
by the Board.

These local authorities supplied materials,

supervision, transport and paid the Ymges, which were
reimbursed by the Board.

All unemployed males over the age

of twenty '.vere eligible for relief, but lweference vIas given
to men vJith de]?endents, or to necessitous cases.

Payment

ViaS

at the standard rate of 14 shilling-s per day and was rationed
according to the number of dependents.

The response to this

was enormous, and by the end of Viarch the Board was financially
crippled.

On 11 April all payments were stopped for two weelcs

and the scheme was re-organised and placed on a more permanent
footing.

7/ages were reduced from 14 shillings a day to

12.6d. for married men and

9 shillings for single, and the

weeJcly rations were cut dOVin.
again to 10 and

7

The wages Vlere later reduced

shillings respectively.

Further restrictions

were also lllaced on eligibility for unemployment relief, v>'hich
penalised the recently unemployed and the thrifty.2 5
By the end of .April 1931, the Unemployment Boarel had
established what they :regarded to be an efficient relief
scheme b;)T which it could bring some deeree of normali ty to
the depre s sed state.

No.. 5 scheme firvi ved in thi s shape

throughout the depression.
HOTh ? 5:
Ibid

It

ViaS

the main element of

Shortly after its institution the Unemployment Board
perceived the ]?ossibili ties inherent in the goldmining
industry.

11. s Coates himself maintained in hi s departmental

One of the fev{ redeeming features of the
present economic situation ••• is the reversal
of the relationshi]? between the price of gold
and its cost of extraction, making it one of
the felv products to stand at a premium. 27
In the tlvel ve months from March 1931 the pri ce of
28
gold rose b~l more than 50 percent.
A spec ial scheme \7a8
forIm_llated vlhicl1 had the advantage of increasing gold
production while relie'.'ine lmemployment in otherVli se difficult areas, particularly the.'/est Coast and Central Otago.
The rrimary aim of the scheme, "vhich Vias organised in
conjunction with the Mines Department and No.5 Scheme, was
to 'hel]? such men to become self-su]?porting within the
shortest possible time.,29
The lUnes DepartLlent had long followed a poli cy
of encouraging pros]?ecting through subsidies, but by 1931
cuts in expenditure had reduced this to a pittance.

The

Unemployment Board, being interested in :pros:pecting as

8_

v;ay

of relieving unem:Qloyment and encouraging self-sufficiency,
decided to promote prospecting through the conventional
NOTE 26:

NOTE 2Z:
NOTE 28:
NOTE 2CZ:

Unemployment Board expenditure from formation
to 31 Aug 1931 was approximately £1 .5 million,
of vvhich over £1.25 million \'las s]!ent on the
No.5 scheme.
AJIt2 1932-33, H35, p 18,
G.R •.li • 24 Mar 1932. The :pri ce of gold rose from
£3.17.10d per ounce to £6.
Circ. DB 246: 1 Ju...n 1933, DB to 1,::ining Executive s.

c harmel s of the
,

'.

l~ine

s DeDarty;-,ent.

TIley 17ere encouraGed by

a flood of requests f'or aid to the 1.:ines De])8rtment and
the Board from prospecting associations and individuals.
On 13 March 1931 the Prime Minister, on recommendations
from the Board, approved an allocation of £2,000 from the
Unemployment funds to the lUnes Der>artment to allow one
hundred married unemployed men to prospect for gold.
'.'las a temporary grant, lasting·

onl~'

This

until April and was to

be organised under existing Departmental machinery.

The

miners were to be paid not by the Board, but through the
lanes De])artment at the standard prospecting rate of

39 shillings a week.

They were organised into small parties

Depar0men t sUpervlslon.-'
"
")0
un d er'llnes
1< •
.L

The £2,000 was

included in the annual vote of £9,000 for prospecting, and
although less than one-half of the later sum was SIlent, it
still encouraged a noticeable increase in IlrosIlecting.

In

August 1930 there had only been 56 prospectors working for
the Mines Department.

A year later, the figure had risen

to 236. 31 By the end of 1931, the Grev River Argus stated
that the government had enabled men to Ilrospect in areas from
Thames to Preservation Inlet, and that many had been able to
continue 'VIi thout further assistance f .32
/

So encouraged was the Board by the results of this

experiment it felt justified in continuing prospecting on
its O\yn.

The Board's attitude to thi s experiment \vas summed

ull in a statement by J.JesseIl , the Delluty Chairman.
NOTE

30:

NO'TlE 31:
nOTE

32:

G.R.A. 14 M.ar 1931.
NZPD, Vol 230, P 5,2 Oct 1931.
G.R.A., 2 Dec 1931.

He

felt that a gold revival would So a long way

to~ards

solving

unempl03rment, and because of this t1je Board vias willing to
work 1vi th the JUnes Department to develop a systematic
prospecting scheme.

Even if it

Vl8-S

1Ll"lsuccessful, 'the Board's

belief is that it is better to have tried and lost than never
to have tried at all.' 33 Thi s VIas the Unem:gloyrnent Board at
its visionary best.

During 1931 the Board had been persuaded

by such Members of Parliament as G.C. Black from Motueka, to
co-operate more completely wi th the Mines De:Qartment instead

-;;:4

of wasting money on vvorthless relief schemes."'"

He encour-

aged Pros:Qectlng Associations to write to the Prime Kinister
asking for aid from unem1?loyment funds, because the usual
source of this, the Janes Department, bad insufficient
finance!>

In an encouraging reply to tbe Ross Prospecting

Association, the Minister of

l;~ines,

suggested that they

alJproach the local unemployment committee for aid. 35

In

September the Under Secretary of Mines made the lJossibility
of Board funded prospecting scheme clear in a letter to the
Inspector of Mines in Reef ton.
The UB has considered the matterLof golc'l prospectine7 and after going into the Question with
the Mines Department have decided that authority
be given to divert a number of unemployed from
the present w·ork under No.5 to prospect for gold.
The arrangements are that a portion of the weekly
allocation under that scheme, sa;:l £20, will be
deducted for such a :gurpose ru1d the committee is
to get in toucb ·with you to arrange as to the
detail s regarding the placing of the men, payment
of wages,etc.,which will be arranged by this
Department. 36
NO'T'E 33:
NOTE 34:
NOTE 35:
NOTE 36:

Ibid
NZPD: Vol 230, P 629, 30 Oct 1931.
Ross Archives. C 27: J;linister of Mines to Ross
Prospecting Association, 15 Oct 1931.
DB 11/5/13: Mines De:9t. N23/1: Under Sect.tUnes to
E. ScobIe
, Ins:Qector lanes, Reef ton, 26 Sep 1931.

,

The Under Secretary stressed that the scheme
'.

"

..:::~.

r-

L''';

~as

only experiment31 and that no established fornat had been
finalised.
On 5 November, the rules for the gold prospecting
scheme were finalised and made public.

All conditions

regarding eligibili t;:)T of applicants vvere the same as those
of the No.5 Scheme.

Like the JHnes Department subsidy, all

applications had to embody a full description of the localitj
to be prospected or developed, and, if possible, a plan of
the proposals.

This was later waived when inexperienced

men began to apply for subsidies.

All applications were

fOrf{arded to the District Inspector of Factories, by the
Unemployment Commi ttees, who ,;r,rould enquire into the character
and experience of the ];Jrospector through Mining Inspectors or
local ];Jros];Jectine associations.

If the Inspector was satis-

fied, he would approve a subsidy for a tv70-month period,
which could later be extended

b:~r

the Unemployment Board.

The

men had to supply their own equipment and were paid out of
allocations to the No.5 Scheme, the sum of 30 and 15 shillings
for married and single men respectively.

All gold founel was

to belong solely to the prospector.

If he made more than £3

];Jer week, the Inspector of

could stop the allowance ..

Factol~ies

A weekly return of all gold found and work done had to be
given to the Inspector, who, along with any other government
official had the right to inspect the claim at any time. 37
The responsibili ty for setting up the scheme was usually left
to the individual Unemployment Committees.

The committees,

not without mi stal.ces, proceeded to implement the scheme in

NOTE 37:

GRA, 6 Nov 1931.

their are2,s1 I':i th the ac1vice of' local DPosI,ectiDe- 8ssociations, as Imrt of their w1enrloyrnent relief.
In Reef ton, for example, the Committee, in conjunction
with the Mines InsDector, made up a list of possible
unem]?loyed and give it to the Reef'ton Pros]?ectine 1i ssocation
to select and organise ]?ros]?ecting in the area.

Unsortunately

in this case there was a mistake and the men were insormed
that they had to re]?ort for ]?ros:pecting.
receive no further relief.

.ll.ny defaul ters vIould

Both the association and the

unemployed were against com]?ulsory ]?ros]?ecting, and until the
misunderstanding was remedied the scheme threatened, at least

. R ee ft on, t
2n

0

b ecome a ~2asco.~.
~8

The ne"ii scheme, al though not indeJ)endent of exi sting
finances, as the unem]?loyment committees had ho]?ed, was an
initial success, and by the end of March 1932 the Board Ihad
assisted at a cost of £6,000,

bet~een

five and six hundred

]?ros]?ectors. 39
Many of the local boeties were not satisfied Vii th the
new scheme, as it did not Coml)letely fulfil all ex:pectations.
In November, just after the rules were ];lade Imblic, the Ross
Pros:pecting Association, Borough Council and Unem]?loyment
Conooittee all sent recommendations to the Unemr>loyment Board
and the l,:inister of Mines.

They suggested that the ]?ay was

not sufficient to lure men into prospecting and should be
increased to
men.

£3 per Vleek for married men and £2 for single

Increased and seTlarDte funds should a1 so be made

NOTE 38:

DB 11/5/-, Under Sect. j,:1nes to Corunissioner DB

NOTE 39:

AJ:BR 1932 and 33.

19 Nov 1931.
C 2, J.:ines Statement ..

agreed and

~rote

to Coates,

To be candid we are not too enamoured ••• the
assistance neted out froD Unemrlo;)7Inent funds
should be at least eQual to those a:prortionecl
for assistance to the farnin£ industry. ':1e
note tllst there 8re no funds sDecificall;)T set
aside for thi s imrortaJ"lt industry, and that any
eXDenditure involved is to be weted out of the
'VveeJely allocations made for sclJerne No.5. -Ole
ur2'e you to reconsider this matter, and endeavour
to allocate a special fund similar to funds
allocated for sc'hemes ~4. and 4B.
41
The COill"lcil continued to criticise the application
rrocedure by which men had to apr13T through the Greymouth
Ins'pector of Factories and rro:posed a special area
unemploym.ent committee, consisting of local mining interests,
which could deal Vii th such aF9lications.
Criticism from the

~est

Coast peaked in March 1932

vvhen the Grey UnemJ?loyment Commi ttee called a meeting of
all West Coast Committees to look at the gold scheme
deficiencies.

It Dassed three main resolutions.

it wanted to spend :part of the

I~0.5

UIl back areas for prospecting.

Firstly,

allocations on oIlening

Secondly, it requested an

extra :oros:pecting allocation frOB the UnemIlloyment Board, over
and above the No.5 allocation..

Lastly the committees wanted

the Ilower to allocate funds for the Ilrovision of eQuipment
and food,in an effort to encourage prospecting for reefs,
rather' thaJl alluvial c1eposi ts. 42

The first and last recomm-

endations were taken up by the Board, although it refused to
NOTE 40: Ross Archives, C 27t Ross Prosp.Assn. to J,:inister Eine
16 Nov 1931~ Also
DB 11/5/11, lLayor Ross to Chairman DB.
NOTE 41: UB 11/5/6: ':~Je stport County Counc il to Chairman DB
16 Nov 1931 •
NO'!']; 42: DB 11/5/-, Grey InsIlector of Factories to l\'iinister
AND
UnemIlloyment, 18 tIar 1932
PJ'ID
GRA 15 ],lar 1932
GES 14 1\:ar 1932.

to clian2,'e its policy of no

3e~arDtegrnnt

for

In December 19.31 the Greymouth Ins]!ector of Factories
toured the 7\'est Coast inspectinc nev, developments
he met

t~r l,~urdock,

B

In Ross

the L:ayor and Chairman of both the

Unenploynent COTIlIIli ttee and the Prosrec ting .4 s socia ti on.
There were only two a:rmlications in the area for prospecting,.
and this he attributed to the attitude of the prospecting
association 'which preferred to rely on Uines De:par·tment gr:?J1ts,
In Hokitika the response had been somewhat better and six
men had applied to the committee for aid.

Kumara's response

was ten applications for five claims, and although the Mines
Inspector had not seen these,. the committee had already
granted subsidies to four.
in either Reef ton or

There had l)een no applications

~estport.

Both had recently established

Prospecting Associations, which like Ross, preferred to rely
on the l,1ines Department.
more promising.

The Grey area, however, was much

Up to the end of November, forty-one

unemployed men 'were 'working on .claims and there were another
twenty applicants. 43
In February 1932, the Under Secretary of Mines
attended a meetin.-g in Dunedin to explain what the Unemployment
Board had done about prospecting on the ',:Jest Coast.

The meet-

ing established a committee 'which became the first ?ilining
Executive, to co-ordin8.tethe efforts of the various Unemployment Committees, the Mines Inspector and the Prospecting

NO'T'E 43: UB 11/5/- , Grey Inspector of Factories to
Commissioner UB, 4 Dec 1931,

j~

880ci atio1:18 in Centr'al OtaS·o.

The COFlni ttee decieJed

where :prospectors could Yiork and rate s of pa;:,r J V,'hic11 r!ere
WL

the same as those on the,7est Coast. "

By the end of' the

year, the scheme l'7aS well lmder way in Otago vii th a bon t
one thousand men ern];!lo;:,red in the four Counties of Lake,
·
t ,
V lncen

m
1.

ua];!e k a an d

P
j,l6.!il•

0

t

0

t o. 45

The idea of a permanent Mining Executive attached
to the local Unem}?loyment Committee sIJread northward from
Dunedin.

The Executive, vlhich was to have a major :part in

the every-day oreanisation and supervision of the IJrosJ::lectin
scheme, was made up of local Bi:ring intere sts aIlcl "Vvas a ttac 11·
to the local council.

This tended to keep the schemes on a

smaller and more personal level.

On the '-,'e st Coast :Gxecuti VI

were established in each of the four Counties; -,':estland, Gre;
Inangahua 8Jld Buller.

This localisation allowed geoIJhysical

variations to be tw{en into consideration for management
IJurIJo se s •
By the end of 1932 there were about 2,000 prospecting

.

u.6

in predominantly alluvial areas of the South Island.'

The

Boal"'d was confident enough to develop the sche8e in the quari
areas of Thames and Coromandel.

These areas were not so eas:

adapted to small-scale prospecting, and here the expertise oj
the Executives and the Thames School for Hines vms invaluablE
}~s

the prospecting schem.e develol,ed in the goldfield

areas, the potential for expansion became apparent.
NOTE

44:

NOTE

4:.2:

HOTE 46:

Gold

Hines DeDt N 23/1/16, Under Sect.Mines to llinister
Janes, 17 Feb 1932, UB 11/1/"- AND
DB 111/-., Under Sect.IHnes to COTIllnissioner DB
23 Feb 1932.
GRA, 9 Dec 1932.
Ibid

:::n~os~ectin~

\'.l[:18

seen as

[l

'J[lrtiRl r-cnecJy for the incI'easing

number of unen:rQloyecl in tl-Je cities.

In J:arch 19.3.3, af'ter a

tri:Q around the "n,!est Coast, Jesse]) inf'ormed the recently
established Mining Executives that af'ter utilising all local
unemployed, they could apIlly to the main centres f'or draf'ts
of' extra men.

Ex]?erience and equipment Yiould be the

priori ty in choosiJ:l-£{ these men, y;ho Ylould be organised into
parties of' ten to twenty_

If' the men could not af'f'ord the

transport, an advance vJOuld be granted by the Board.

Thi s

would be repaid by taking 50 percent of' all gold f'ound. 47

A month later the Board sent a circular to all single men's
camps in the ;7ellington and :Nelson districts encouraging
men to go llrospecting.

48

In November· the Department o:f Labour

'l!as advi sed that there Y/eref'i:fty vacancies for men in relie:f
camps to prospect in Takaka. 49 The local bodies on the

'~rest

Coast, who had, but a f'ew years earlier, rroposed sold
pros:pecting as the saviour of' the oountr'y ·were suddenly
non-committal about uneIDllloyed f'roID cities.
By the end of 1933 the gold pros:Qecting scheme was
established in Thames, Coromandel, Nelson, Marlborough,
the °.7est Coast, Central Otago and Southland.

Four thousa...l1.d

men were gaini'ully employed.
NOTE 47: VB 11/11/2: VB to Dert. Labour, Christchurch.
18 Mar and 6 P,pr 1933.
NO'T'E 48: VB 11/12/-, Circular to Of'ficers in Charge of
Sinr:rle JLen f s CamDs in the 'Nellington and Nelson
Districts, 6 A:Qr~1933.
NO'TlE Lt~: VB 11/12/- Commissioner DB to Labour Dellt,
'.'Jellington, 9 Nov 1933.

'l'he schel,'e had c1evelo d ecl ina slo-:! onc1 cumbersori;:; .
Danner dUl'inrr 1931 2nd 1932.
on the

~art

It \jas a matter of exped-i,::-ncy

of both local and central government.

The

local bodies had been reluctant to eXI1end employment funds
on prospecting.

They had preferred a separate allowance.

The central government felt it had given the local bodies
sufficient autonomy to establish such a scbeme when needed__
This impasse \vas finally absolved by the inclusion of
subsidised

~rospecting

as part of the No.5 scheme.

· GOLD PROS'P"RCTING SC?::Ei,;ES

The Gold Prospecting scheme was more than a ploy to
encourage the unemployed to prospect.

Divided into three

main schemes, subsidies for gold prospecting endeavoured to
accomplish the dual task of increasing gold production by
aiding the mining industry and fostering employment in
areas where other relief schemes seemed impracticable.
The gold prospecting subsidy was primarily administered by the No.5 scheme, under which work was found for well
over half of the country's unemployed.

The Unemployment

Boardts involvement in gold prospecting was, however, reliant
upon more than this No.5 scheme.

Men were also assisted to

become goldseekers under two further schemes, Numbers 8A and
BB.

These schemes were subsidiary to the No.5 scheme,

however. G.C. Godfrey, the Commissioner of Unemployment,
noted in May 1934, that 'over 90 percent of all gold prospectors were employed under the No.5 scheme.

There were fifteen

County Council in New Zealand controlling 3,600 men employed
in gold prospecting.

Of these only 200 were under Schemes 8A

and BB. t 1

Gold prospecting under the No.5 scheme was established
with the twin hopes of encouraging employment and increasing
gold production.

The former proved to be the more important.

There were never more than 3,500

men employed on this scheme.

The combined prospecting schemes reached their maximum numbers
in October 1933 when 4,013 men were employed.

2

NOTE 1: DB 11/1/21: Commissioner of Unemployment to Economic
Analyst, Federal Relief Admi~istration, U.S.A.
23 May 1934.
NOTE 2: AJHR H 35, 1934-35, P 15.

Of these some 3,233 were on the No.5 scheme"
figures for registerd
at 79,435.

3

The national

had peaked a month before

unem~loyment

This figure shows the truly insignificant

contribution the
ment relief.

~rospecting

The 3,233

scheme made towards

~rospectors

unem~loy-

in October 1933

accounted for a mere 4 percent of the total registered
unemployed and 7
No.5 scheme.

~ercent

of the 42,717 men working on the

It was, however, very

im~ortant

unemployed in the goldmining regions,
Coast, where alternative employment

to the

es~ecially

o~portunities

the West
were few.

The auriferous regions of New Zealand, including the
West Coast were generally rugged,

under-~o~ulated

and

unsuitable for most established forms of unemployment relief.
The farmland on the 'Coast' was, for the most ~art, poor,
and could not support the

4A

schemes

and

4B.

coal and forestry.

develo~ment

work offered under

The West Coast's major industries were
Both, but coal

suffered greatly during the

~roduction,

de~ression.

especially,

Since 1920 the

New Zealand coal industry had been in a crisis situation.
Coal could be imported from Australia more cheaply than it
could be

~roduced

on the We st Coast..

Combined with thi s was

a general collapse in the internal market caused by the
increased use of electric power and the further development
of the internal combuEti.on engine.
In many 'Coast' townshi~s, the total population was
reliant either on the coal or timber industries.

The small

townships of Ross and Blackball are t~ical examples.

In

Blackball, where the po~ulation was slightly over 1,000,4
ap~roximately

mining ..

170 families were

su~~orted

directly by coal-

By 1931 the decline in demand caused the mine to lay

NOTE 3: AJRR H 35, 1936,
NOTE 4: NZ CENSUS, 1926.

P 7.

off s"everal townsmen and a resul till..g strike called by the
Miners' Union lasted ten months, demoralising both the mine
and the townsmen.
native

emplo~~ent

state for support.

The people of Blackball had no alterto turn to and became dependent on the
The 500 5 people living in Ross relied

similarly on the timber industry for their livelihood.
Again, when the depression caused a cut-back in this industry
there was little opportunity for alternative employment.
Unlike the cities, or even the larger towns on the West
Coast, these townships did not have the resources to depend
solely on what were regarded as standard forms of relief.
Roading and development works demanded a certain amount of
capital and equipment and the towns were unable to supply
this.

Prospecting was deemed the most practicable means of

employment under the No.5 relief scheme.

Blackball and

similar towns had an added advantage in that large number of
the unemployed had mining experience.
A further reason for including prospecting as a part
of the No.5 scheme, was purely economic.

The price of gold

more than doubled during the depression years, thus making
gold New Zealand's only primary product with an enhanced valu€
Any improvement in gold production was seen as being
to both the men involved and the economy as a whole.

benefici~

6

Almost \vi thout exception, the work done by prospectors
and miners on the scheme was in proven alluvial fields such
as Addisons Flat in Buller and Red Jacks and Nelson Creek in
the Grey area.

Some work, however, was carried out in

prospecting for undiscovered reefs.

A number of mines were

re-opened and reworked, but i t was generally proved that
earlier miners had done their work thoroughly.
NOTE
NOTE

t=:

Ibid
AJHR H 35, 1932-33, P 18.

Many mines on the ;,)est Coast had,

hov~'ever,

be'en closed not

because their ore had been depleted but because they had
become uneconimic to mine.
was an example of this.

The famous Zala mine in Westland

This mine was re-opened

durin~

the

depression by subsidised miners in the hope that the enhanced
value of gold and technological improvements would once again
make this mine economic.
Unf'ortunately, work on the prospecting scheme, like
the majority of other relief schemes, was almost solely
limited to manpower.

The Unemployment Board was most unwill-

ing to spend its funds on the type of heavy equipment
necessary for modern prospecting.

As the wheelbarrow replaced

the bulldozer on roading schemes, so the pick and shovel
replaced expensive

mir~ng

machinery •

. One area where the special prospecting scheme differed
from other relief measures under the No.5 scheme was in the
employment of youths.
over the age of twenty.

Relief was generally reserved for men
As early as August 1933 the Westland

Mining Executive reported that lin necessitous cases, youths
of 18 or 19 might be granted assistance to the extent of
7s.6d. per week for gold prospecting, each grant to be subject
to the approval of' the Board. ,7

Two months later SeW.S. Stroll,

the Grey Mining Engineer, was granted temporary subsidies for
seven youths.

.All applicants, he said, had been prospecting

as a means of 'supplementing the scanty relief pay of their
fatherse'

8

Employment of youths on the scheme reflected the

difficulties of finding relief work on the West Coast.
NOTE 7: UB 11/5/2, Minutes of VlME, 19 Aug 1933.
NOTE 8: UB 11/5/-, Strong to GME, 13 Oct 1933 •

.J:-'age jb

Youths in other areas were normally offered employment on
farming or cadet schemes, but this was impossible on the
'Coast'"
Many West Coast youths turned to prospecting as
the only means of employment available.

In many cases

where situations were not considered to warrant a subsiq..y,
youths went prospecting without aid from the government.
In an attempt to cope with the special problems on
the West Coast, the minimum age for prospecting was lowered
on 1 April 1935, to 16 in cases of extreme hardship.

The

Unemployment Board hoped that a proportion of these youths
would 'find their future vocations as goldminers.

If not,

they are at least tiding themselves over a difficult period
and retaining their physical fitness and the will to work. ,9
By March, 1936, there were 125 youths prospecting on the
west Coast.
Like the youths, many men on the Coast took advfuLtage
of the auriferous nature of the region to supplement their
relief wages.

Under the No.5 scheme (other than prospecting)

work was rationed, and men were forced to accept long
stand-down periods.

On these days many men prospected for

gold, hoping to augment their meagre income.

10

The gold prospecting scheme was in part, an adaptation
of the No.5 scheme to meet local needs on the Vlest Coast and
in other goldfields.

On the 'Coast', the extreme hardship

NOTE 9: AJHR H 35, 1935, P 23.
NOTE 10: Conveyed to author by R" Wells, Woodstock, 14 Nov
1978. Mr Wells worked a three-day week on roadworks under the No.5 scheme and prospected on his
days~off.
He suggested that nearly all the men in
his position in the Woodstock/Kaniere district
prospected in their spare time.
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and the difficulty of placing youths in other forms of
relief work caused another adaptation in general relief
policy.

That is, the employment of youths on the No.5

scheme ..
Not content with merely placing men on claims and
allowing- them to work towards self-sufficiency, the prospecting scheme also endeavoured to encourage the development
of this mining industry as a whole.

This development work,

was organised largely under the auspices of the No.5 scheme.
Wages for this were paid from the Unemployment Fund by the
local unemployment committees which were directly responsible
to the Board.

Men on development work were paid a higher

rate than ordinary prospectors and were allowed to keep any
gold they found.

Like schemes 8A and

BB,

development work

was primarily a means of aiding the gold industry by using
cheap labour.

Unemployed men were set to work developing

mining areas by building tracks and water races or in proving
the goldbearing content in a given area.

Because they did

not necessarily have the opportunity to augment their incomes

\

by prospecting, these men were paid between 5 shillings and
7s.6d. a week over and above the standard prospecting rat~.11
The men worked a forty-hour week and were free to prospect
only in their spare time.
Development work was not started until March 1933 when
it was realised that something more than general prospecting
was needed to prove the extent of New Zealand's gold industry.

NOTE 11:

UB 11/5/2 Commissioner of Unemployment to
County Clerk, Westland f 30 Mar 1933.

It was not until the scheme i1~o.~l had been in
force for some considerable time that the develo~ing or ~roving of any areas was undertaken
with a view to ~lacing men on claims and making
their efforts self-su~~orting.
12
This kind of work was

s~lit

into two categories;

construction of tracks and water races and
prove an area.

~ros~ecting

to

This latter category was divided into four

kinds of prospecting.

In reef areas, men could either

prospect virgin ground by trenching or tunnelling quartz
reefs, or

b~

re-opening abandoned claims. In alluvial

areas the alternatives were similar.

In the Grey County

all of these techniques were used.
In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
prospectors had covered a wide area in their search for goldbearing reefs, but many people, Strong in particular,
believed that this work had been done hurriedly and inefficiently.

It was felt that these

~rospectors

may have either

missed many goldbearing reefs or that they lacked the
expertise necessary to evaluate the full worth of those they
did uncover.

For these reasons, a lot of reef prospecting

was made in virgin ground in the Blackball area.

This

resulted in the very successful find of the Fiddes and Meikle
party, in the

up~er reaches of Moonlight Creek. 13 Apart

from this one major find, however, little real benefit came
from this prospecting technique.
Re-opening and reconditioning of existing mines was
attempted at Garden Gully and Ten Mile Creek in the MoonlightBlackball area.

In January 1936, there were three tunnels

in this area employing approximately ten men.
NOTE 12:
NOTE 13:

A more major

UB 11/1/- Reef ton Inspector of Mines to strong,
7 Sept 1936.
See Page 105.

attem:gt to rework an existing mine was at Ross in

Vie

stland,

where the famous Zala battery, established in 1896, was
re-o:gened and worked albeit unprofitably, for a short time.
Attempts to find and :grove

~l

be no more successful than reefing.

alluvial areas :groved 1

The two main regions

for this in the Grey County were Red Jacks, a tributary ,of
the Grey which had been the site of early ex:geriments in
ground sluicing, and Mosquito Creek, a subsidiary of the
New River.

Work on Mosquito Creek started in March 1934

with the object of locating, :gros:gecting and develo:ging the
su:g:gosed westward continuation of the Liver:gool lead which
had been part of the Arnold goldfield worked in the 1860s.
Between 1934 and March 1937 £7500 was s:gent

sip~ing

three

shafts in this region but although some gold was found, it
14
.
:grove d t 0 b e uneconomlC.
By May 1936, work began on a shaft that had been
:grofitably mined thirty years earlier on the New River
terraces.

Again, little profitable gold was found, further

:groof that the :grospectors of the previous generation had
been more thorough than was originally assumed. 15

This waE

the general conclusion reached by almost all develo:gment
:gros:gecting on the West Coast.

Although not financially

successful, this form of relief work was, however, useful ir
assessing the future limitations of goldmining in the areas
worked.
Another im:gortant as:gect of the gold relief scheme w;
embodied in the building of tracks..

'Nark of this kind was

started in all four West Coast Counties..

In Buller, the rna

tracks were the Tai:go and Mokinui, the latter being the
NOTE 14: EP 11/1/43 Grey Ins:gector of Mines to Dept.of
Labour, 12 Mar 1937.
1\TrYT'R

., I; ~

Th i d

Faye bO

more important.

It gave access to the Mokinui Creek district

-which was proved to contain workable quanti ties of alluvial
gold.

In Westland, the main track was that of Mount

Greenland near Ross.

This gave access to both Dennelly

Creek and the Mikonui River.

There were two main tracks

constructed in the Grey County during this period.
were in the Blackball-Moonlight area.

Both

The Croesus track,

started in March 1934 gave access to the u:pper reaches of
Blackball Creek and em:ployed twelve men.

The earlier

Moonlight track, employing four men, ran u:p the western side
of Moonlight Creek.

Both tracks allowed men

into the virgin

ground lying in the catchment areas of the respective creeks.
These types of develo:pment were, however, miniscule com:pared
to the grandiose scheme :planned by the Unem:ployment Board
for the reopening of the Hum:phreys Gully water race.

It was

without doubt the largest single development project on the
west Coast.

The race had been originally built by two

companies at a cost of £87,000 in the 1880s..

A large dam

had been constructed and a race carried the valuable water
nearly twelve miles from the Arahura River to Humphreys Gully.
Both companies had failed in their attempts to make the race
:pay.16 The Board with the help of the Public Works and the
Mines Departments, intended to re-o:pen the race with the
eventual aim of mining a field which they hoped would em:ploy
u:p to 150 men for ten years.

By September, 1935, 200 men

were em:ployed to test the area and o:pen the channel. 17

About

100 shafts were sunk, 200 cuts made into the alluvial gravel
NOTE 16: Salmon, P -173.
NOTE 17: NZPD Vol 242, P 266, 11 Se:p 1935.

and

50 yards of gravel washed, to prove the area before

reconstruction of the race was recommended.

By the end of

1936, the scheme was nearing completion, but there were
doubts about the validity of earlier tests.

The Mines

Department insisted on the retesting of the Tucker Flat
area ..
Early results had seemed good but the later
testing indicated a poor pros~ect and there
were suspicions of samples being salted •••
The project, for which high hopes had'been
held, was closed down. Hundreds of thousands
of pounds had been spent without recovering one
ounce of gold to show for it.
18
Develo~ment

work was an integral part of the subsid-

ised prospecting scheme.

By

o~ening u~

back areas and

introducing water to known auriferous regions,such work
proved the future capabilities of the goldmining industry
in New Zealand.

Because the standard prospecting scheme was

primarily a form of relief it could not do this to the same
degree.

The men concerned could not afford to prospect in

the true sense of the word.

The subsidy was too meagre and

beneficiaries had to rely on a small but regular income from
gold sales.
and

com~lete

not in a
opening
as the

Although companies were willing to prospect,
some development work i

~osition

to risk the capital outlay necessary for

pr0s~ecting

Hum~hreys

they were in general,

tracks or to

ap~roach

such huge schemes

Gully without government assistance.

Development was left to the Unemployment Board ..
By far the largest proportion of men on the No.5
Pros~ecting

Scheme, was involved in general

rather than

develo~ment

work.

to be readily acceptable to the

pros~ecting

The scheme as a whole
unem~loyed

~roved

on the West Coast.

By the mid 1933, a few months after its inception, there were
NOTE 18: J .. Bishop and M. Walker Westland County, Pegasus
n~=~~

~077

p

A~

nearly 900 subsidised prospectors on the Coast; 93 in
W'estland, 86 of whom were general prospectors,19 489 in
Buller

20

and the rest in Grey and Inangahua.

This rapid

influx of men into the scheme was not just a West Coast phenomenon.

Throughout the country men chose to prospect for

gold rather than join standard relief schemes.

By the end

of September 1933, there were 3,900 subsidised miners in
New Zealand's seven mining districts.

Almost a quarter

were on the west Coast.
TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF SUBSIDISED MINERS 30 SEPTEMBER 1933
North Island (Thames, Coromandel)
Marlborough
Nelson Province
West Coast (including Buller County)
Central Otago
:Rest of Otago
Southland

960
1,350
140
40

Total

3,900

Source:

480
160

770

AJHR 1933, H 35, P 9

A month later, the schemes had peaked at 4,013 miners,
3,233 of whom were on the No.5 scheme.

The two major west

Coast Counties reached their peaks later.

It was not until

December 1934 that the Buller County reached a maximum of
21
630 prospectors.
Greymouth figures rose in September 1939
to 420 men and allowing for seasonal variations remained in
that vicinity until August 1935 when it peaked with 435
miners.(See Table II).
This table shows a definite discrepancy between
registered

unemplo~~ent

and the prospecting scheme on the

NOTE 19: UB 11/5/2 Y{ME Rept, 30 June 1933.
NOTE 20: UB 11/5/6 Half-Annual Report, BME, 31 Oct 1933.
NOTE 21: UB 11/5/6 Report of BME, 8 Jan 1935.

TA-BLE II
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on the Vvest Coast.

Accepting that the Grey figure s reflected

West Coast trends the prospecting scheme was seemingly
unrelated to unemployment

fib~res

until at least 1935 when

both began to decline.
NOTE 22:
NB:

2:

National Unemployment figures from AJHR 1936
H 35, P 7. Grey figures from Strongrs-reports
to GlAE and the Unemployment Board - UB 11/5/8.
Grey figures are not complete and are
represented by dots on the graph.

There could be many reasons for

this~

Firstly,

unemployment on the Coast may not correspond to the
national figures.

Unemployment may have continued to rise

on the West Coast until 1935, long after national figures
had begun to fall.

Unfortunately the limited nature of

depression statistics
verify.

~~es

this hypothesis difficult to

A second possible reason for this discrepancy may

be embodied in bureaucratic delay.

A drop in unemployment

could not be expected to cause an immediate and corresponding decrease in numbers of subsidised prospectors on the
West Coast.

Figures for the No.5 scheme as a whole, however,

do not show any indication of such a delay.
The table may also show a possible recognition of
the importance of the prospecting scheme.

vYhile other

schemes were reduced to meet diminishing demand the prospecting scheme was increased.

As a means of aiding unemployment

the scheme did not become significant on the West Coast until
mid 1933.

As a result, the scheme was just beginning to

prove itself as the effects of the depression diminished.
Another possible reason for the continued rise in the
number of prospectors on the West Coast in 1934 and 1935
was the nature of the scheme itself.

The name 'prospecting

scheme' implies a search, and this was to a large degree what
happened.

A large number of men were placed on unproven

ground and were

re~uired,

therefore, to put in a considerable

amount of exploratory work before gold was found.

Later

success proved to be an enticement for other men.
The 960 men involved in prospecting and development
work on the west Coast in September 1933 had risen to 1364

by mid 1935" 23
approximately

Vii thin a year thi s -total had fallen to
700~

The three years from June 1933 to June

1936, were then, the most important numerically, for the
prospecting scheme on the west Coast.
numbers dropped steadily.

From that date the

In June 1936 there were 356

prospectors in the Buller area

24

but by the end of the year

this number had decreased by more than 100 men;25 six
months later the number of miners had dropped another 100
and stood at 133.
similar.

26

The figuresibr the Grey district are

In September 1936 there were 258 men involved

there;2 7

six months later there were only 150 subsidised
28
prospectors in the County.
By July 1940, after the scheme had been taken over
by the Mines Department, there were only 175 subsidised miners
in the whole country, 100 on the West Coast, 75 in Otago and
25 in the North Island.

29

NOTE 23:

NOTE 2l:!:
NOTE 25:
NOTE 26:
NOTE 21:
NOTE 28:
NOTE 22:

Grey Country: UB 11/5/8, Strong to GME,
23 Aug 1935 - 413 men.
Buller: UB 11/5/6, BME Report, 30 Jun 1935,
507 men.
Inangahua: UB 11/5/13, IME Half-Annual Report,
30 Jun 1935, 92 men.
Westland: UB 11/5/2, WME to DB, 5Jul 1935,
152 men.
DB 11/5/6, Report of BME, 22 Jun 1936.
EP 11/5/6, Report of Buller Mining Engineer,
29 Jan 1937.
EP 11/5/6, Buller DEO to ED, 20 Jul 1937.
UB 11/5/8, Strong to Sect ED, 2 Oct 1936.
EP 11/1/43, G.A. Jupp (Mining Engineer) to
Sect ED, 12 Mar 1937
NZPD Vol 257, P 760, '25 Jul 1940.

','jEST COAST REG TON
APPROXI1lliTE POSITIONS OF
SUBSIDISED PROSPECTORS
AND/OR PARTIES OF MIW.GRS,
JU1iiE 1935.
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Far less important numerically than prospecting
under the No.5 scheme, schemes 8A and BB were signJficant
in that they represented a structured attempt to encourage
the goldmining industry through the use of unemployed
labour.

In October 1933 when the total of all three

prospecting schemes had risen to 4,013 men, a mere 800
were on these two schemes, 6BB on No.BA and 112 on BB.
By the beginning of 1935 numbers

30

employed in the No.5

prospecting scheme had risen from 3,233 to 3,373, while BA
had decreased dramatically to 244 men and BB to a mere

44. 31

The dominance of scheme No.5 over numbers BA and BB is
illustrative of two problems the Unemployment Board encountered.

Firstly, the difficulty in organising these schemes,

and secondly, the priority of employment relief over the
development of the gold industry.

The No.5 scheme was

much easier to manage and supervise than these schemes and
was therefore able to employ more easily a larger number of
men.
Scheme BA, a prospecting scheme in the true sense of
the word, was organised and administered in a similar manner
to the development section of the No.5 scheme.

Responsibility

for the scheme as with the No.5 scheme, lay with the local
mining executives.
were the same.

Payment and endorsements on Mining Rights

It was the emphasis of the scheme that was

somewhat different.

Vfuereas the No.5 scheme aimed at a

miner's self-sufficiency, No. 8A was concerned with the
development of goldmining in New Zealand, and the proving of
NOTE 30: MHR 1934-35, H 35, P 15.
NCYrR

?)1 ~

Thi il

the country's resources.

Those working under No.5 should

most properly be called goldminers and those under 8A
prospectors.

They worked in isolated areas where supervision

was not possible, rather than in the known
that predominated in the No.5 scheme.
contained parties
leadership

o~

o~

auri~erous

Under No.SA,

regions

sel~-

prospectors were sent out under the,

experienced 1::ut unemployed prospectors to

approved areas where no direct supervision could be maintained
Because this scheme was so closely tied to the development
of the industry
the Department

itsel~,
o~

Mines.

there was a close relationship with
All applications

~or

assistance

under the scheme were sent by_the Mining Executives to the
Department

~or

acceptance, rather than to the Unemployment

Board. 33 The Department also tended to advise the Board on
locations and requirements for prospecting.
Parties under this scheme tended to be larger than
those under No.5, which normally consisted
miners, and seldom rose _above five or six.

o~

two or three

This was because

the parties were further from civilization and were generally
forced to include at least one

~acker

to maintain

~ood

and

equipment supplies.
This

~orm o~

prospecting was never really popular

j

particularly with married men, as it enforced prolonged absenc
~rom

home.

The wages were lower than those of the Camp

schemes, while the disadvantages in living so

~ar ~rom

possible employment opportunities were similar in both.
There remained, however, the chance of the elusive 'big ~ind',
and it was this that encouraged a few dedicated prospectors
to remain on the scheme.
NOTE 32: AJHR H 35, 1932-33, P 18.
NOTE 33: DB 11/5/6: Commissioner o~ Unemployment to
Postmaster, Westport, 1 Feb 1933.

Chie~

Even fewer men were involved on the other prospecting
scheme, No.BB.

Thisscheme gave financial aid to goldmining

companies and syndicates along similar lines to that
offered to the farming and building industries.

The objectivE

of this subsidy was 'the development of the mining industry
for the purpose of absorbing unemployed workers. ,34

It

allowed companies and syndicates the chance to prove the
value of their claims without greatly taxing capital.

In

principle, it was hoped that this would increase the number
of economically viable mining companies and thus increase
gold production and employment.

Establishing the feasibility

of claims had always been a burden to small companies and
the subsidy was an attempt to relieve this pressure.
The Unemployment Board started the scheme in early
1933, offering a subsidy of 20 shillings and 5 shillings per
week on the wages of married and single men respectively.35
This amount was relatively flexible and could be increased
to as much as 30 and 15 shillings a week for more difficult
development work.

As with No.8A, the Board was 'entirely

guided by the recommendations of the Mines Department' in
granting applications for this SUbSidy.3

6

If a claim proved profitable, the company or syndicate
was obliged to repay the full amount of the subsidy before
any profits could be distributed.

If the company was not a

success and was forced to wind up, the subsidy was to be
repaid before the assets were distributed.
strict regulations regarding employment.

There were also
All miners were to

NOTE 34: UB 1171/3, Sect DB to Sect Treasury, 24 Apr 1936.
NOTE 35: UB 11/11/2, Commissioner Unemployment to ChCh.
Labour Dept, 11 Jul 1933.
NOTE 36: UB 11/5/4, Commissioner Unemployment to Ross
Unemployment Committee, 11 Jul 1933.

work a full eight hour day and ill'LISt be registered unemployed@
The company was to accept claims under the '{lorker Y s Compensation Act.

The company or syndicate was also required to

send a monthly report on work completed and gold recovered
to the Inspector of Mines.

He had the right to inspect the

workings at any time .. 37
Between the beginning of 1933 when the scheme was
established and March 1939, twenty-five companies were
subsidised under this scheme at a total cost of £29,500. 38
It did not or could not employ men on the same scale as scheme
No.BA becaure, it relied upon the initiative of the goldmining
industry as a whole.

Companies were willing to take advantage

of the cheap labour offered by the Board, but were hesitant
to finance the amounts of capital necessary for prospecting
in those time s.

The three gold prospecting schemes were all different
and separate.

They did, however, share the dual objectives of

aiding the goldmining industry and relieving unemployment.
No.5 worked towards the self-sufficiency of the subsidised
miners, No.8A towards

developir~

and proving of new goldfields

and No.8B towards assisting private companies to expand their
gold production.
It is doubtful that any of these aims were fully
accomplished.

Large numbers of men left the prospecting

schemes aPfl did not become miners on their own claims.

They

took up other work as more satisfactory forms of employment became available..

On the West Coast, extensive Public Works

NOTE 37: EP 201, Coy Application Form under the Employment
Promotion Act 1936.
NOTE 38: EP 11/1/3Advancesunder Scheme No.BA, 31 Mar 1939.

schemes and are-established coalmining industry in the
latter half of the 1930s tended to remove men from the
gold subsidy.

As for scheme No.8A, no new goldfields of

importance were discovered either on the Coast or in New
Zealand as a whole. 39 Although gold production did increase
during this period, it is more probable that this was due to
the increase in the price of gold rather than the result of
any of the gold prospecting schemes.

The 1930s saw the

first major rise in the price of gold in

almost a century

and it was this that stimulated increased interest in gold
production.

In 1934 some 3,000 subsidised prospectors had

'produced 8,400 ounces of gold, a mere 5 percent of the total
40
New Zealand production.
It was the large companies, not
.J""

the small prospectors reaping the benefits of increased
gold production.

NOTE 39:
NOTE 40:

UB 11/1/- Reef ton Inspector of Mines to strong,
1936.
NZPD Vol 242, P 266, 1 Sep 1935.
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C ru-iPTER FOlJR
AD]\l INI STRf""1-T I ON

One of the most important factors in the success
of the gold prospecting scheme was the ef:fj_cient structure
of its administration.

By proving to be less popular, other

relief projects administered under the No.5 scheme tended
to become a seed-bed of discontent.

This was not so with

the prospecting scheme, partially because it was organised
on a community level.

There were only :four Mining Executives,

(the chief level of administration), on the 'Nest Coast, the
majority of the organisation and supervision being done at
a grass roots level by experienced supervisors.

VVherever

possible supervisors were employed in their own areas and
were given considerable autonomy in the handling of the men
under them •
. The Mining Executives had been formed in all four
west Coast Counties in early 1933, as a response to
complaints about the unwieldy administration of the scheme.
The gold scheme on the 'Coast' had formerly been organised
through the office of the Greymouth Inspector of Factories; bu
this proved to be administratively cumbersome.

Applications

for subsidies, or extensions of subsidies for the entire
district had to pass through this office.
consuming task.

This was a time

The Inspector of Factories could not be

expected to understand fully the specific problems involved in
prospecting or unemployment that would be apparent, for
example, to Westport residents.
In this northern centre the scheme was supervised
by J. McPadden, the Director of the westport School of Mines. 1
NOTE 1:

UB 11/5/6, J. McPadden to Under-Sect Mines Dept.
22 Nov 1932.

In conjunction wi th the 'Jestport Unemployment Comilli ttee 9 he
complained to the Unemployment Board, that this 'centralisation' of the prospecting scheme was 'at best di~ficultt,
and proposed instead a locally organised administration.

2

The establishment of the Mining Executives in 1933
consolidated the administration of the gold prospecting
scheme on the West CQast.

The executives were responsible

to the Unemployment Board and co-operated with the local
unemployment committees who were regarded as the employing
authorities.

Generally Executives consisted of members

o~

the County Council, local mining authorities (such as
mining and prospecting associations) and a representative
of the Labour Department.

As the link between the Board and

the local bodies, they were responsible for the organisation
and supervision of the prospecting scheme.

Their responsib-

ility was to the Board and they were financed by funds
distributed by the local Unemployment Committees.

They were

also responsible to the employing authority and the local
certifying of~icers for the effic,ient running of the scheme. 3
The Buller Mining Executive, the first established
on the West Coast, proved to be almost as cumbersome as the
previous form of administrations

Formed on 27 February

1933, it consisted of the entire Buller County Council,
J. McPadden and W.P. Smith, the Chief Postmaster. 4

This

body was regarded by the Unemployment Board as too unwieldy,
and the Commissioner, GeC. Godfrey, suggested instead that
NOTE 2: UB 11/5/6, Sect. rvestport Unemployment Committee to
Commissioner of Unemployment, 15 Feb 1932.
NOTE 3: UB 11/5/6 westport Times, 16 Mar 1933.
NOTE 4: UB 11/5/6, Under-Sect. Mines to Commissioner of
Unemployment, 28 Feb 1933.

the number be decreased to include the County Chairman,
two councillors, McFadden as chairman, the certifying
officer and a secretary.

This format was accepted. 5

This Executive was quickly followed by similar
committees in the Inangahua, Grey and Westland Counties.
Their first duty was to appoint a Mining Engineer, where,
necessary, and capable supervisors to oversee the daily
running of the scheme.
In June 1933, the Unemployment Board issued a
circular to all Mining Executives, Certifying officers and
local employing authorities in an effort to co-ordinate the
workings of the new Executives.

The circular laid out the

duties and responsibilities of the Executives.

They had

complete control of the scheme in their respective districts
within the bounds of the Unemployment Board and the local
.bo<;lies policy..

They were to administer it in such a way

that 'the greatest possible use is made of the funds

6

expended by the Board for the relief of unemployed men .. ' ,
The

~nctions

of the Executives were five-fold:

firstly,

they were to select suitable areas for prospecting; secondly,
this land was to be protected solely for their use under the
provisions in the Finance Act; thirdly, the Executives were
to assure access to these areas by incorporating track and
development work in the scheme; fourthly, suitable supervisors were to be chosen - these had to be experienced
miners who were preferably unemployed and married; fifthly,
the Executives were to supply mining and personal equipment
out of Unemployment Funds to necessitous cases. 7
NOTE ~: DB·11/5/6, Westport Times, 16 Mar 1933.
NOTE
: DB 11/1/2, Circa 246, Commissioner Unemployment

to Mining Executives and Certifying Officers,
1 Jun 1933,
NOTE 7: Ibid

The Mining Executives reserved'mining rights in
chosen areas by controlling Mining privileges.

This meant

that they could close off an area to the public and reserve
all prospecting rights for subsidised miners, thus allmving
the men a greater degree of protection from claim jumping,
while giving them the freedom to prospect large areas of
crown lands.

8

The Executives met regularly and were required to
send their minutes and reports on administration and mining
statistics to the Board. 9
vision to be maintained.

This enabled some central superNevertheless they were perhaps more

independent than any other agency of the Unemployment
.I.

programme.

It was their job, as men experienced.in mining

and local conditions, to run, what was :perhaps one of the
most technically difficult relief

sch~mes.

The administration of the prospecting scheme, through
the Executives and the Board, was not universally welcomed.
Local prospecting associations, particularly those in Ross
and Westport, criticised the scheme from the outset.

They

claimed that prospecting would be better left to the Mines
Department.

Moreover, in September 1934, three Parliament-

arians from goldfield constituencies, J. O'Brien (Westland),
P.C. Webb (Buller), and K.J. Holyoake(Motueka), challenged
the Board's ability to adequately administer the prospecting
scheme.

O'Bden claimed that it
was unsatisfactory to have the money spent by
the Unemployment Board in conjunction with the
Mines Department ••• All expenditure on prospecting should be controlled by the Minister of Mines.

Webb, himself' an ex-coalminer, suggested that through
inexperience the Board was wasting a great deal of money and
that there was 'no necessity for the Unemployment Board to
NOTE 8: NZPD Vol 235, P 1118, 7 Mar 1933.
NOTE.9: UB 11/1/2. eirc. 2h6. "1 Jun 1q"2)"2)

be mixed up in the matter at all.'

Holyoake similarly

suggested that there be a 'greater co-operation between
10
the Unemployment Board and the Mines Department. t
It was perhaps to combat such criticism that the
Board granted the Executives the power to employ eXperienced
Mining Engineers to superintend the day-to-day administration
of the scheme..

On the "Nest Coast, only the Grey Mining

Executive took this course of action by appointing S.W.S.
Strong, as the Grey County Mining Engineer ..

The position of Mining Engineer was the link between
the Executive, the Board and the Mines Department..

With the

status of temporary public servant, the Engineer was paid
not from Unemployment funds, but rather by the Labour
Department.

They were to administer the daily running of

the scheme, as laid down in general terms by the local
Executive.

In the Grey County Strong was actually appointed

to the Executive o

This meant that the technical difficulties

involved in such a scheme could be dealt with rapidly and
efficiently without the complications of committee ratification ..
Strong was appointed to the position of Grey County
Mining Engineer in May 1933, at the age of 32.

11

Born and

educated in Dunedin he graduated from the Otago School of
Mines in 1924 with a Diploma of Land and Mine Surveying.
An Associate of the School, Strong had first worked as a
geologist for the Taranaki Oil Fields Company.

In 1931,

he accepted a geological surveying position with the Grey
Harbour Board..
NOTE 10:
NOTE 11:

It was from here that he applied for the

NZPD Vol 240, Pp.232-233, 28 Sept 1934.
GRA, 25 May 1933.

]?osition of Mining Engineer"

3trong was later ]?romoted to

Engineer-in-Charge of the subsidised pros]?ecting scheme for
the whole of the 'Nest Coast r-egion.

In late 1936 he was

a]?]?ointed Engineer-in-Charge for the entire courltry.
Unfortunately his untimely death in February 1937, ]?revented
12
him from taking u]? this ]?ost.
As an ex]?erienced geologist and mining surveyor with
a working knowledge of the Greymouth district, Strong was
in an ideal situation to serve the Grey Mining Executive in
a ]?rofessional and advisory manner.

A somewhat unorthodox

geologist for his time, he theorised that the source of a
great deal of the West Coast's alluvial gold, was a large
mountain range to the West that had long since vanished
beneath the surface of the Tasman Sea.

Goldbearing rivers

flowed from this range towards the east, accounting for the
dee]? alluvial de]?osits at Ross, Kumara and Marsden, which
otherwise a]?]?ear to have no parent lode. 13

strongts

geological knowledge of the Grey area tended to make him
a]?]?ear dogmatic on mining matters to those whose knowledge
was more practical.

He was not always right, but his know-

ledge was a critical factor in making the Grey district
]?erha]?s the most successful subsidised gold ]?rospecting
scheme in New Zealand.
On
clear.

t~king

up

his a]?]?ointment,

Stro~~

made his ]?olicy

He would concentrate on the proven alluvial areas,

in an attem]?t to discover the precious quartz lodes that fed
them.

His first attem]?t at this was in the Moonlight Creek

NOTE 12: Strong's obituary The Press Christchurch,
27 Feb 1937.
NOTE 13: GRA, 25 May 1933.

area near Blackball.

Stro~~

maintained that the coarse

gold found there, including the 87 OQDCe Yictory Nugget
found in 1917, originated from a SUbstantial quartz reef
in the vicinity.
initial goal ..

The search for this reef became his

A track was started and attempts were made

to prospect the upper regions of Moonlight Creek.

A quartz

lode was found in the area in December 1934, by the Fiddes
and Meikle party, and although rich, it proved not to be
the substantial lode Strong was looking for.

He also saw

-similar possibilities at Bell Hill, the Catchment area for
the rich Nelson Creek.

This district l'ay in the quartz belt,

which ran southward from Reef ton and included the famous
mine at Waiuta.

14 Again men in this area were encouraged

to prospect for further goldbearing reefs; none, however,
were found.

This attitude epitomised the geologist that

Strong was.

Not prepared to allow the subsidised men to

merely fossick for alluvial gold, he saw the depression as
an ideal opportunity for rejuvenation of the gold industry.
The increase in the price of gold and the subsidy was a
stimulus which the industry might never get again.
An example of his concern for the development of
the industry was his criticism of the Labour Department's
policy of limiting employment to registered unemployed.

He

regarded this as a 'retrograde step' in an attempt to develop
a~~

.

industry"

15

Strong thought that suitable engineers and

supervisors could not be obtained from the ranks of the
unemployed and that some provision should be made to employ
NOTE 14: Ibid
NOTE 15: EP 11/1/-, Strong to Sect.ED, 27 Aug 1936.

Page
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capable men.
This is not to say that he cared nothing for the
difficulties of the men he supervised.

strong's first

impression of the scheme was that it needed to be 'put on
a systematic basis, thus enabling the men directly
concerned to benefit thereby. 116

On several occasions he

spoke out for the youths in the Grey County.

It was at

his insistence that youths were granted subsidies in 1933.
I

In his annual report to the Board for 1935, he suggested
that their pay be increased from the paltry 7s.6d. that
.
18
they received each week.
Later, in 1936, he proposed
that a special prospecting camp be set up for youths so
that they could be suitably educated and supervised in the
methods of practical mining.

19

Although this later scheme

was disregarded by the Department of Labour, Strong was
instrumental in both employing youths on the scheme and
ensuring their just wages.
He was also concerned with the conditions of the
men, criticising the 'scanty relief pay' of the
20
prospectors.
This, he thought, was especially true for
those engaged in preliminary work, much of which was
accomplished under unsatisfactory working
conditions which I endeavoured by all means
and at all times to have amended. 21
NOTE 16: ~, 25 May 1933,
NOTE 1
See P 55 .
NOTE 18: UB 11/5/8, strong to Commissioner Unemployment,
15 Jan 1936 ..
NOTE 19: EP 11/1/61, Strong to Sect. Labour Dept,
11 Jun 1936.
NOTE 20: UB 11/5/- Strong to J.W. Hannan, C}i..airman of
GME, 13 Oct 1933 ..
NOTE 21: EP 11/1/- Strong to Sect. ED, 27 Aug 1936,

z:

17
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str'ong also cri ticised the method o:f :payment.

The

subsidised miners were :paid by money-orders, the in:flexibility of which caused concern.

Many :pros:pectors were :forced

to walk great distances to the closest Post Of:fice to get
these vouchers cashed.

strong suggested instead that the

men be paid in cash, thus lessening the distances travelled
t o ge t

"
22
money and su:pp I less
Despite this concern, Strong was not well liked.

As

one public servant said of Strong, he 'is undoubtedly
enthusiastic, but his enthusiasm at times seems to cloud
his judgment. ,23

Strong almost swam:ped his prospectors

with circulars outlining what they mayor may not do, and
constantly chastised those he regarded as 'shirkers'.

He

was twice rebuked by the Board for releasing formation
to the public which they either did not want Circulated,
or in their view was misleading.2 4
An incident which should have endeared Strong to the
Board was the publication of an article criticising him in
the Workers Weekly.

Miners working on a shaft at Gows

Creek, a tributary of Nelson Creek, accused him of misleading them in an attem:pt to aid, at their expense, the Golden
Valley Sluicing

Compar~.

The men had worked on a shaft for

some fifteen months when it was abandoned.

They suggested to

strong that the sha:ft should be 'pegged out' to prevent the
Company claiming it and using it as a water race.
NOTE 22: DB 11/5/1, Strong to Commissioner Unemployment
31 Jan 1934.
NOTE 23: DB 11/5/- f Notes to Jessep on the administration
of the Gold Prospecting Scheme in the Grey County.'
28 Feb 1934.
NOTE 28-: Ibid

Strong, according to the leading hand,

R

'class-conscious comr

merely laughed the matter off, stating categorically that this
was impossible as the area was reserved for Unemployment Board
use.

This turned out to be false and the men pegged out the

area just three days before the company attempted to do the
same thing.

25

Strong was also accused by the paper of

tampering with the men's pay.

Apparently he had given the

Nelson Creek Postmistress authority to sign for Gows Creek
men's pay.

On one occasion, after she had done this, he

opened a miner's pay packet and paid off part of his debt at
the local store.

~he

matter was promptly put before a

Greymouth lawyer who forced Strong to repay the 30 shillings
concerne d and t

0

26
·
apo I oglse.

Both these incidents were

investigated by the Unemployment Board, but no further action
was taken.
Despite these criticisms and a certain impetuosity,
in the four years that he worked on the scheme, Strong tried
harder than anyone else to ensure the scheme's success.
Although unbending in his attitude to hard work and honesty,
he was nevertheless very fair.

R.(Rab) Clark, the supervisor

for the Blackball district had numerous conflicts with Strong.
As secretary of the Blackball miners' union and an ardent
Labour Party supporter, Clark's attempts to improve the
conditions of the men under him were not always approved of
by either strong or the Unemployment Board.

The former,

although finding Clark personally irksome, recognised the
ex-coalminerSgenuine concern for the prospectors and defended
him against criticism from the Board, describing him as a
'first-class man,.27
NOTE 2~:
NOTE 2 :
NOTE 27:

UB 11/5/- Cutting from Work~rs Vleekly, 10 Aug 1935.
Ibid
UB 11/5/- 'Notes to Jessep on the Administration
of the r-;.()l r1 "PT'(),:::np,..+-'i
q,..'ho,.,.,= .;.,., +'h~ 0~~ •• ,,~,-- ... -- f
'nn-'
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However much Strong was disliked at a personal
level, he was considered by all to be a competent mining
engineer.

He endeavoured wherever possible to educate

the inexperienced miners that he dealt with.

He demon-

strated the techniques personally, or supervised the men
as they worked.

He also sent out pamphlets and plans to

aid them in the more technical aspects of mining.28

As

a mineral geologist he cannot be blamed for his 'clouded
judgment' while handling the unemployed men of the West
Coast, most of' whomdid not share his enthusiasm for sinking
shaf'ts into solid quartz or damp gravels.

Responsible to Strong in the Grey County, and to
their respective Executives in the other llest Coast
counties were the numerous supervisors who administered the
scheme at a

grass~ots

level.

The primary role of' the supervisor was more
managerial

thfu~

advisory.

He had to oversee all technical

operations and instruct the of'ten ill-prepared prospectors
on mining techniques.

To do this Executives had to ensure

that the supervisors were conversant with all types of'
mining construction, knew the provisions of' the Mining Act
and were capable of' working with explosives. 29
The supervisors were hired by the Executives but were
paid by the Mines Department,

'except where a supervisor

might be a relief' worker and his circumstances were such
that he obtained some payment f'rom the Unemployment Board,
the balance being made up by the Mines Department' 30

As

priority was given to registered unemployed this meant that
NOTE 28: See Ross Archives, D5 for examples of these.
NOTE 29: EP 11/1/57, Sect.Labour Dept. to.Sect. Public
Service Commission& 17 Anrl 1q::n
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the Board paid at least part of the wages of most
supervisors.

Priority of employment was also given to

married men .. 31

Pay was at the rate of 30 shillings above
the normal gold subsidy, to a maximum of £3 per week. 32
This meant that the Board would pay the first 15 or 30 shillings for the single or married men, and the Mines

Depart~ent

would pay the remaining 30 shillings.
Supervisors reported weekly, monthly and half-yearly
to the Mining Executives.

It was their duty to contact

every subsidised miner under them at least once every week
and report on all work inspected, accidents,. equipment used

and gold produced. 33
The life of a supervisor was arduous and their hours
long.

Although the area of supervision was limited to a

ten-mile radius,34 this did not necessarily take into
consideration the ruggedness of many of the auriferous
areas on the West Coast.

In an attempt to reduce expenditure

the Board encouraged supervisors to .use 'hacks' or bicycles
rather than more costly motorised transport. 35 The supervisors travelled distances of up to thirty miles a day over
rough tracks or through the bush in order to contact the
mining parties. 36 Both the area controlled and the number
of

~iners

managed varied from one supervisor to another.

The County of Grey employed seven supervisors in 1934
to

m~~age

their 353 subsidised miners.

NOTE :21 : UB 11/5/6 Report of meeting between Commi ssioner
Unemployment and BME, 6 Mar 1934.
NOTE ~2: UB 11/1/2 Circ. 246,1 Jun 1933.
NOTE :2:2 : DB 11/5/8 Strong to Commissioner of Unemployment,
15 Jan 1936.
NOTE ~bl:: NZPD Vol 234, P 330, Nov 1932.
NOTE :25: DB 11/5/6 BME to Commissioner Unemployment,
9 Apr 1933.
NOTE :26: Ibid

Supervisor W. Barber was in charge of 96 men in
the Maori Gully and New River areas, where they were
sluicing and tunnelling"

S .. Crase covered the area between

Barrytown and Kumara which employed
solely in alluvial areas.

47 men, again working

In the Bell Hill, Nelson Creek

and Blackwater Creek districts there were 32 men under
the charge of F. Lewis, several of the prospectors being
involved in a 580 foot tunnel at Gows Creek.

Supervisor,

R.O'Brien looked after 36 men in the Grey Valley between
Ahaura and Kamaka, which included the busy area of Red
Jacks where some five shafts were sunk to a maximum depth
of 232 feet.

J. Smeaton, National president of the United

Mine 'Norkers Union, and only recently appointed to the
position, supervised a mere 28 men involved in reef
prospecting and alluvial mining in the Moonlight district.
Amongst these were the successful Fiddes and Meikle party.
B. Tindale was in charge of the Meehans Flat, Mosquito Creek
area where 48 men were involved in alluvial mining.
By far the largest area, however, was covered by
R. Clark at Blackball, who was responsible for supervising
116 men in the Blackball, Atarau, Roa and Mount Ryall areas.
This district included reef prospecting in the Garden Gully
and Ten Mile area, track work at Croesus and tunnelling
operations on the terraces surrounding Blackball. 37

To

. cover this number of men, Clark kept two horses and a
bicycle on which he travelled around his district on poor
tracks and frequent bad weather.

38

NOTE 37:UB 11/5/8, Strong to GME, 19 Feb 1935G
NOTE 38: Rab Clark Diaries.

It was Unemployment Board policy to l';:ee:p transport
costs to a minimum, preferring to employ more supervisors
rather than pay for transport .. 39 Vlhen Strong took over
the Grey district there had been three supervisors in the
district for 180 men; by June another one was employed, and
by the end of 1934 there were seven.

40

This was a far

better average than Inangahua which had only two supervisors to look after the 113 men in the entire County.41
The supervisors were responsible for both the wellbeing and the work done by the men in their charge.
Strangely, then there were few complaints from the men
concerning the quality of supervision.

This was perhaps

due to the parochial nature of the scheme's administration
mentioned earlier.

They were local men and frequently

local identities, chosen because of their knowledge of
mining.

A clear example of this is the employment of

R. Clark and J. Smeaton in the Blackball area.

Both were

well established in the unionist movement and therefore
earned the respect of the men belOW them, the majority of
whom were unemployed coalminers.
One aspect of the gold prospecting scheme that did
however cause complaints from almost all, was the matter of
payment.

One aspect of this was the debate over the

classification of payment of subsidised prospectors.

Some

interpreted it as a continuation of the government relief
policy of 'no pay without work', while others regarded it
as a 'grub stake' as had been common practice in mining
circles since the nineteenth century ..

NOTE 39:
NOTE 40:

NOTE 41:

VB 11/2/1 Cir 246, 1 Jun 1933.
DB 11/5/8 Strong to GME, 9 Jun 1933 ..
DB 11/5/13 IME to Commissioner of Unemployment,
31 Dec 1934.

The weekly payment of 15 shillings for single men
and 30 shillings for married men was supposedly calculated
on the principle that the payment was a
'grubsta~e'

based on the current rates paid for
part-time relief but on a somewhat more
generous scale seeing that the men work five
days per week and also that many are drafted
to districts away from their houses.
42

In theory this appears plausible, but in reality
it was not completely true.

When K. Holyoake, the Member

for Motueka, asked the Minister of Employment to raise the
prospecting subsidy to retain parity with other forms of
relief he received a very different answer.

S.G. Smith

replied that as gold prospectors were 'not relief workers
in the ordinary sense', the subsidy would not be increased. 43
The daily rate for subsidised mining was below that for
normal relief work under the No.5 scheme.

There was no

necessity to ration gold prospecting, the men on the subsidy
worked a full forty-hour week.

Moreover, the men could

increase their earnings by selling their gold.

For these

reasons the daily rates were kept purposefully low.
It was not until June 1936 that the subsidy was
increased.

The weekly rates rose from 7s.6d. to 15 shillings

for youths, to 20 shillings for single men and 40 shillings
for married men.

The rate for preparatory work was increased

to 20 1 30 and 50 shillings for youths, single and married men,
respectively.

Development rates were the same but were

restricted to adults.
to single men only.
NOTE 42:

Track work was likewise restricted
They were, however, paid an extra

UB 11/1/21 Commissioner Unemllloyment to the Economic
Analyst, Federal Emerg.RelieI' Aaministration,
U.S.A9 23 May 1934.
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two shillings a

week~

Su~ervisorfs

from amaximum of £3 to £4.5s.0d.
and single men..
development

~er

~ay

was increased

week for both married

Working foremen, who were in charge of

~arties

the men under them.

were

~aid

wages slightly higher than

Contract rates for shafting and

tunnelling were also increased to a basic rate of
imately 16 shillings a day.44

These rates of

~ay

ap~rox

remained

relatively unchanged until the end of 1939.
The question of a stand-down
~rospectors

~riod

was another cause of conflict.

for self-sufficient
The figure of

£2 a week for single men and £3 for married men was taken
to be the level of self-sufficiency.

In early 1936, strong

wrote to the Board requesting advice on this problem.

He

cited the cases of five single men who had made a profit
far in excess of this level.

Two of them, H. Jones and

G. Bowens had been on the subsidy for forty weeks.
~eriod

they had sold 23 ounces and 6

each, with a value of £163.

~ennyweight

In that

of gold

Their self-sufficiency level

was £2 a week, and therefore, they had earned a surplus of
£82 and should be required to stand down for forty-one
weeks. 45
NOTE

44:

J.S. Hunter, the Secretary of Labour replied
EP 11/1/- Circ. EP 0/0/12, Sect. Employment Division

~ to Certify.Officers and Mining Executives,11 Jun 1936.

NOTE 45: The others were:

Allowance Sur- StandQn
at £2 a
plus
subsidy week
8wks
A. Broadfoot 150z 11dwt £108.17s 46wks £92
£16
A. Flaherty 180z 11dwt £129.7s. 52wks £104
£26 13wks
H. Taylor
100z 10dwt £129.00s 26wks £52
£78 39"wks
DB 11/5/30, Sect.Labour to Strong, 4 Apr 1936.
Amt.Gold Price

Period

maintaining that a stand-down IB riod would not be required
solely because miner's earnings were in excess of the level
of self-sufficiency.
discretion.

The local Engineer should use his ovm

If the miners were using this income to develop

their claims, then they should be retained on the SUbsidy.46
Subsequently,these miners remained on the subsidy.
The gold produced by the subsidised miners was not
clear profit.

There were several deductions from it.

Firstly, there was a levy of 10 percent on all gold won.
Introduced as part of Unemployment policy in early 1932,47
this levy lasted until mid-1934.

The idea was that this

money when collected and pooled, would create a fund which
could be used to assist fellow prospectors by providing
mining equipment. 48 The money was collected by an endorsement on each subsidised miner's Right.

This Right was the

basi s of all prospecting on Crown land, and, under the
Mining Act, a necessary prerequisite to the sale of any
alluvial or reef gold.

It also allowed miners to sell

natural gold to. any of the country's seventy-seven licensed
gold dealers, twenty-one of whom were on the West Coast. 49
NOTE: 46:
NOTE 47

liB 11/5/30 Sect Labour to Strong, 28 Apr 1936.
liB 11/5/2 Commissioner Unemployment to Sect.
Hokitika Unemployment COmmittee, 11 Mar 1932.
NOTE 48
liB 11/5/8 Cir. Strong to Subsidised Miners,
May 1933.
NOTE 49
liB 11/1/2 Circ. liB 263, Commissioner Unemployment
Executives and Certifying Officers, 1933.
West Coast Gold Dealers.
Bank of NZ: Greymouth, Hokitika, Iumara, Reef ton, Ross,
westport.
National Bank: Greymouth, Hokitika, Reef ton.
Bank of N.S.W: Greymouth, Hokitika, Westport.
Commercial Bank of Australia: Greymouth, Westport.
Private Dealers: A.G. Petty, Westport;
J. Crooks, Greymouth;
D. Armstrong, Ngahere;
G. Sutherland, Hokitika;
J. Tennent, Greymouth.
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Endorsed Miner's Right.
Note that this Right originated in Christchurch
and was endorsed with a 10 per cent levy two
days later in Ross.
(Ross Archives).
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The local certifying officers endorsed the Miner's Rights
and the gold dealers automatically deducted this 10 percent
levy.

By registering sales with the Certifying Officers

and Mining Executives the gold dealers enabled a further
check to be made on gold production.
When a prospector left the scheme this endorsement
was removed.

Prior to this the Certifying Officer had to

ensure that the miner had sold all gold won while on the
subsidy.

Only then was the endorsement cancelled.

This

was subject to the rather vague clause, that if the claim
proved 'unusually profitable' all the subsidy had to be
repaid. 50
Added to this was the further burden of a 12s.6d.
per ounce gold duty, introduced under the 1933 Customs
.
51
Amendment Act.
This duty was not only a burden to the
subsidised miners, but affected the gold industry as a
whole.

There was also a deduction for the repayment of

supplies.

When the Board advanced equipment to the miners,

50 percent of gold earnings were removed, again by endorsemente

Gold sales were also subject to unemployment tax,

which amounted to an, approximate deduction of 5 percent.

52

The effect of these deductions was damaging to the miners
and tended to encourage dishonesty in the form of illegal
sales.

If, for example, a prospector received £5 per ounce

for his gold, this was automatically reduced to £4.7s.6d.
by gold duty and then to £3.1Ss.9d by the 10 percent levy,
making a final sum of approximately £3.14s.4d. after
Unemployment tax.

This reduction of over 25 shillings per

NOTE 50: UB 11/5/2 Minutes of VruE, 14 Nov 1933.
NOTE 51: NZPD Vol 235, P 764,28 Feb 1933.
NOTE 52: GRA, 3 May 1934.

ounce was cri tical for the single prospector Ylho earned a
mere 15 shillings a week on the subsidy_
In September 1934, the 10 percent levy was removed
in an attempt to lighten the financial burden on the miners.
This reduction was the result of pressure from a number of
sources.

The Thames Miners and Prospectors Association

and a resulting petition from S. Euston had complained in
the previous year that the endorsement was
harsh. 54

up~cessarily

The Members for Westland and Thames, J. O'Brien

and A. Samuel also questioned the value of the deductions. 55
V.~ile

they were successful in getting the 10 percent levy

dropped, the 50 percent levy for repayment of equipment was
retained.

.The Board considered that removing this levy

would be unfair to those who had chosen against using Board
facilities.
The initial desire of the Unemployment Board was that
all men going on the gold subsidy should be able to provide
their own equipment.

However, as the number of miners

increased it became clear that some attempt had to be made
by the Board to equip ill-prepared prospectors.

Although

miners could be expected to own such rudimentary tools as
a pick, shovel and a panning dish, which were ample for
alluvial fossicking, these proved

i~Edequate

for the

sophisticated methods that the Board had anticipated.
Equipment such as piping, pumps and explosives were necessary.

Some, but not all of these were available on loan from

the Mines Department.

To cover the cost of expendable

equipment, the Board made renewable grants available to
each Mining Executive.
NOTE 53:
NOTE 54:
NOTE 55:

On the advice of supervisors, the

NZPD Vol 240, P 170, 26 Sept 1934.
DB 11/1/17. statement by J.A. Young, 26 Sept 1934.
NZPD Vol 236, Pp 503 and 789, also
iT,..,.1
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the Executive purchased the necessary equipment for the
prospectors, who repaid the cost of it by the 50 percent
levy on gold sales.

All equipment purchased by the

Executives remained their property until completely repaid.

56

The Board also issued infrequent vouchers for
purchase of food and clothing (usually footwear), to
miners in necessitous cases.

For example, in the six

months to August 1933, the Buller County Council spent £400
on gumboots for their subsidised miners.

This type of grant

was not repaid from deductions in gold sales, but rather
from the men's wages at the rate of 2s.6d. a week. 57
As part of Unemployment Board policy the subsidised
miners were required to pay accident insurance.

This was

done to protect the local employing authorities, (County
Councils), from liability under the Workers Compensation
Act.

The men paid a premium of 3d or 6d a week as a

percentage of their wages, being either 15 or 30 shillingse
Payment for those employed on preparatory and track work,
or as supervisors was covered under the standard relief
scheme .. 59

The gold prospecting scheme was thus administered
thoroughly and competently on the West Coast.

As Helen

Breen points out" in connection with the Unemployment

NOTE 56:
NOTE 57:
NOTE 58 :
NOTE

22:

UB 11/1/2 Circ. 246, 1 Jun 1933.
UB 11/5/6 Westport Chief Postmaster to
Commissioner Unemployment, 26 Aug 1933.
DB 11/5/3 Commissioner of Unemployment to
Mining Executives, 6 Apr 1933.
DB 11/1/2 Circ. 246, 1 Jun 1933.

58
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Committees in Oamaru, the parochial nature of depression
relief administration was vitally important.

By handing

authority back to small local committees or Executives,
and more importantly supervisors, the Board ensured that
local involvement and awareness became a permanent facet
of relief policy.

· CKA.PTER FIVE
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RESPONSES TO THE GOLD PR02'PEC'T'ING SCHEEE.
Al t hough c ond it ions on t h e Gold Prospe c ting sc h eme
on the West Coast we r e f requentl y abysmal , men on the scheme
appear, on hindsight , singularly well settled and complacent .
They readily accepted the sc h eme as the means of t emporary
employment that it was .

The Unemployment Board may have ,

at times , considered the scheme as being of permanent v alue
to the mining i ndustry, but the men did not .

Their acceptance

of the scheme ' s drawbacks may in fact signify their willingness to stay on it only until times got better.
Conditions on the scheme in many areas were as bad
as, or worse, than those on the infamous camp schemes.
pay was certainly no better.

The

Yet for some reason criticism

of the scheme appeared limited and temperate.

Goldmining is

renowned for being an arduous and backbreaking occupation,
especially on the West Coast where adverse weather conditions
inevitably make this work wet.
Conditions in the township of Blackball for example
were no exception to this.

Many subsidised miners opened

small claims on the surrounding terraces.

Sluicing claims

were started and many tunnels were dug into the banks, and
even under the town itself.

Such crude tools as the miners

already possessed were' all that were employed.

Picks, shovels

and gold pans were the standard equipment, rails and trucks
whereused for tunnelling were all home-made.
were frequently dangerous and invariably wet.

These tunnels
Washing-up was

done with home-made sluices and seldom rewarded more than a
pennyweight to the cubic yard . 1
NOTE 1:

Conveyed to the author by Mr R. Glasson, Blackball ,
15 Nov 1978 . Mr Glasson was a subsidised
prospector at Blackball during t he depression ;
tunnelling in the surrounding terraces with his
brother-in- law.
.
At this time a pennyweight was wor t h approximately
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The income

fro~

gold varied from

was commonly inadequate.

are~

to,atea but

In a report to the Grey Mining

Executive for the whole of 1935, strong listed the average
production in each of his seven areas.

The average prod-

nction varied from 50z 3 dwt per man per year for the fifty
men in the Red Jacks/Ahaura area to 10z 3dwt for the sixty2
nine men in the Blackball/Roa area.
The whole Grey County
produced 1,442 oz for the year.

strong estimated this to be

worth approximately £7 per ounce to the prospector and
therefore a total of £10,094 to the County.

At this price

an average miner would be earning a mere £7.18s.0d. a year
from gold sales.
Although better paid, the way of life for a supervisor
was scarcely easier than that of the prospector.

One such

supervisor, Rab Clark, whose area in Blackball was perhaps
the largest on the Coast, had a particularly strenuous task.
Because of the distances he was forced to travel Clark worked
extremely long hours.

Frequently leaving Blackball before

sunrise he travelled all day on horseback, bicycle or on
foot, in all sorts of weather, to visit one or two parties,
not returning until well after dusk.

To make this easier he

set up a permanent camp at Garden Gully where he stayed at
least once a fortnight to supervise the men in the area.
Clark's diaries record his task without embellishment.

An

example of this is the week starting Monday 19 August 1935.
Monday:
Creek.

In Blackball, Clark saw the packers off to Ten Mile
Then rode to Garden Gully in the snow to see the men,

arriving back in"Blackball after a round trip of some ten
NOTE 2: DB 11/5/8 Strong to GME, 6 Mar 1936. Note that
figures are for men only - youths in the two areas
averaged 20 oz 17dwt and 18 dwt respectively.

Rab (left) and Dick Clark in the
Upper Moonlight area.
(Howitt Collection).

Garden Gully Huts, used as Clark's Headquarters.
Note that Strong is wi th group at hute'
(Howitt Collection).
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miles at nine o'clock.
Tuesday:

He did the fortnightly reports for the Grey Mining

Executive and visited all the claims on the lower end of the
Blackball terraces.
Wednesday:

More office work in the morning and then he got a

lift to Brunner to arrange some receipts for the men;

wa~ked

back along the Brunner Track, a total of over 15 miles.
Thursday:

On returning home on Wednesday night, Clark

noticed that his horse was temporarily lame.

He therefore

had to bicycle up to Roa in rain to visit more claims.
Friday:

More office work in the morning and then into

Greymouth to attend the Mining Executive Meeting and pick up
the men's pay.
Saturday:

Paid the men in the morning and then back to

.

Greymouth by 10 am for more business.
Sunday: Was usually spent tending to the few cattle he raised
on the couple of acres he kept as a sideline, and watching mov
in the United Mine Workers' Union Hall. 3

So it continues;

day after day travelling many miles over extremely difficult
tracks through what must be one of the most rugged districts
in the country.

Transport was a problem for Clark.

There

were many areas where he could ride neither his horse nor his
bicycle and as a result he was frequently forced to walk great
distances.

This was particularly true on some of the newly

formed tracks such as the Croesus where mud and slips were
a constant hindrance.
Considering these conditions it is unusual that there
were no major criticisms of the prospecting scheme.
NOTE 3:

R. Clark's Diary, 17 Aug to 24 Aug 1935.

There
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were, however, several minor grievances against its.
administration.

These grievances formed the basis of the

various Unemployed Prospectors f Associations which gre'w up
on the

~est

Coast.

In the absence of one large unemployed prospectors'
union, small localised associations were established on the
'Coast'.

These associations were especially important in

small townships such as Blackball; Denniston and Reef ton.
It is more than co-incidence that these three townships were
all coalmining communi ties which had in the past, and retainec
during the depression, strong Coal Miners' Unions.

In

Blackball particularly there was a very close relationship
between this Miners' Union and the gold prospecting scheme.
Rab Clark, while a supervisor on the scheme, retained his
posi tion as Secretary of the local Miners' Union.

Another

Blackball supervisor, J. Smeaton, was at this time national
president for the United Mine Workers of New Zealand Union.
Both these men were naturally very popular with the local
subsidised miners, the majority of whomtended to be unemployec
coalminers themselves.

The restraint of the miners in

response to their grievances becomes even more noteworthy
when this link with a traditionally militant union is
cons i de re d.
This bond with the Miners' Union was used at least
once as a means of airing a grievance.

The'Denniston miners

chose, in 1935, to approach the National Miners' Union rather
than their local Unemployed Workers' Union on a matter which
they felt deserved rectifying.

They asked the Board, through

this union to apply leniency towards the employment of youths.
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They wanted an o:pportunity for the seven youths working in
the Cedar Track area to work on the track itself, a job which
had formerly been reserved for men.

The request from the

union bore no threat of industrial action, and when rejected
the matter was dropped. 4
The closest that subsidised prospectors on the West
Coast came to open confrontation with the Unemployment Board
was in Millerton in June 1935.

T. Grace, the Secretary of

the Millerton Unemployed Workers' Union and H. Closs
described by the Millerton Postmaster as a 'single man of
poor character and militantly minded',5 attempted to persuade
the track workers in the Mokihinui area to strike over their
working conditions.

The attempt was unsuccessful.

voted 22 to 3 against such action.

The men

For their part in this,

however, Grace and Closs were taken before the BUller Mining
Executive and removed from the SUbsidy.6
The Reef ton Unemployed Subsidised Prospectors'
Association questioned the whole organisation of the gold
subsidy.

Like earlier requests from several West Coast

Miners' Associations they wanted the subsidy to be controlled
by the Mines Department rather than the Unemployment Board.
Taking advantage of supposed sympathy from the newly formed
Lab~ur

Government the association also requested, early in

1936, a larger say in the organisation of the scheme.

At a

meeting they asked P.(Paddy) Webb, the new Minister of Mines
and an ex-miner, to grant direct-localised control by the
NOTE 4:UB 11/5/6 Denniston Miners' Union to Commissioner of
Unemployment, 20 Nov. 1935.
NOTE 5:UB 11/5/6 M.D. Wells (Millerton Postmaster) to
Commissioner of Unemployment, 25 Jun 1935.
NOTE.6: Ibid plus UB 11/5/6 Chief Postmaster, Westport to
Commissioner of Unemployment, 26 Jun 1935, plus
UB 11/5/6 Commissioner Unemployment to Minister of
Labour, 28 Jun 1935.
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Department , rather than by a c omrrd t tee made u p of ' local
businessmen and farmers. ,7

It was several years before this

request was met in full, and by then there were very few
miners still on the scheme.
concession though .

The government did grant one

In July 1936 the Reef ton Assoc i at i on

was granted representation on the Inganahua Mining Executive
8
Committee .
In the latter half of 1934 the Blackball Unemployed
Workers' Union had also been prepared, like the Reef ton
Union, to take a stand on the whole principle of relief
work.

This arose in a conflict between the Union and the

Minerva Goldmining Company.

The Minerva Mine had been

recently re-opened after a grant from the Unemployment Fund.
The company was using the £500 grant to construct and
recondition tracks.

In a letter to the Chairman of the

Unemployment Board the Blackball Union asked why the company
was not forced to use local unemployed men for this work.
The criticism appears valid, but the union did not follow it
up.

The Board replied stating that the agreement with the

company did not stipulate the use of unemployed labour. 9
Unable and unwilling to take the matter further the union
let the matter rest.
Vfuat was perhaps the major criticism of working
conditions came not from the subsidised prospectors but from
the very man they seemed to dislike, strong.

As noted earlie
10
Strong was critical of the method of payment by vouchers.
It was an issue that New Zealand unions had long fought agains
NOTE 7:UB 11/5/3 Transcript of inte rview between Webb and
Inangahua SUbsidised Prospectors and Relief Workers,
13 Jan 1936.
NOTE 8 :UB 11/5/3 Reef ton Unemployed Subsidised Prospectors'
Assn. to Minister of Employment, 11 Jul 1936.
NOTE 9 :UB 11/5/9 Deputy Chairman UB to Sect . Blackball Unemployed Workers'
Movement , 16 Oct 1934 •
n _ _ _ _ _ _ -.,,....
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and it is suprising that the unemployed prospectors were
willing to accept this form of payment.

In making his

complaint strong clearly illustrated the hardships that
this inflicted on the men.

Those in 'back-block' areas

had to travel great distances to cash their money-orders.
He exemplified this by explaining the position of the men
working in the Red Jacks area.

They had to get up at five

o'clock on Saturday mornings, walk three miles to Notown,
four miles to Kamaka and another three to Stillwater, where
they caught the train to Greymouth at a cost of two shillings.
All this because local storekeepers refused to deal with
11
the inflexible vouchers.
Although this method of payment
obviously caused much inconvenience the men themselves did
little to change the system, leaving it to Strong to contact
the Board.

This is indicative of the attitude of a large

number of the subsidised prospectors.

They appear to have

preferred mining quietly by themselves, leaving any
discontent to the few willing to deal with it.
The Board itself was conscious of some of the

J

system's weaknesses.

In the view of Board members, some

miners were systematically cheating.

Tony Simpson's book

The Sugarbag Years gives a vivid example of how the men
circumvented the ruling that the subsidy was reduced or
stopped if gold earnings were above two or three pounds
a

week~

To offset this, the men simply sold enough gold
to keep within the subsidy level and sold the
balance to private buyers. Thus the scheme
NOTE 11: UB 11/57- Strong tQ Commissioner of Unemployment,
31 Jan 1934.
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succeeded only in driving down the r eturns
to the Department.
Some bought a second miner ' s Right in an
assumed name and sold the extra gold to the
bank or a buyer under that name.
12
This, of course, was not the only ploy used by the
less scrupulous miners.

There were many ways the prosp-

ectors could cheat the Board of their endorsements.

Strong

reported one prospector, W. Downes, to the Grey Mining
Executive who had a 50 percent endorsement on his mining
Right and was therefore forced to repay a loan for equipment by refunding half of his gold earnings.

To get around

this Downes sold all his gold for the year 1935 on his
'mate's' Right. 13 He was ultimately found out and was
removed from the subsidy.

The endorsement would be left

on his Right until the loan was completely repaid.

This

method'of deceiving the Board was easy to detect, as all
supervisors and gold dealers double-checked the returns
from all parties.
Another method of cheating was for a miner to take
out a Miner's Right in his wife's name and sell all surplus
gold under her Right. ' The Unemployment Board soon became
wise to this ploy and in October 1932 issued a counter rule.
All Certifying officers were to obtain, from the Warden's
Court, a list of women holding Miner's Rights who had a
husband that was a subsidised miner.

Their Rights were

the~

simply endorsed by the Board in a similar fashion to that of
their husbands. 14
For those prospectors who successfully employed these
or other methods of cheating the Board they still had to pay
NOTE 12: Tony Simpson The Sugarbag Years Martinborough 1976,

P 25.

NOTE 13: DB 11/5/8 Strong to GME, 6 Mar 1936.
NOTE 14: DB 11/5/9 Circ. UB 184 Commissioner of Unemployment
to all Certifying Officers, 18 Oct 1932.
,..ur:.
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the odious export duty of 12's. 6d. per ounce.

The obvious

way to avoid this tax was to sell the gold illegally to an
unregistered gold dealer.

It is difficult to know how

widespread these illegal dealings were.

It is, however,

probable that most goldfield areas had at least one person
willing to risk the wrath of the law by buying gold directly
from prospectors.

Normally these would be people who had

internal markets for the gold and were therefore not involved
in the risky bUsiness of smuggling gold out of the country_
They would probably be jewellers, or would sell directly to
15
jeWellers.
As Strong pointed out, prospectors had little
to gain by selling to such buyers.

They bought gold in

order to make a profit themselves and seldom paid the full
price, frequently pocketing the 10 percent endorsement
.
16
themselves.
Thus by selling to illicit gold dealers all
the prospectors achieved was a depletion of the small fund wh:
the Unemployment Board accumulated from endorsements for the
purpose of financing further prospecting.

It is possible

that the majority of illegal sales were to small merchants
~;

~I'.

and shopkeepers in remote areas.

This was so because

prospectors were reluctant to travel to the main centres to
sell their gold to a dealer.
were no gold dealers.

In Blackball, for example, therE

In a report to the Department of Labou]

NOTE 15:_D. Wells, who prospected in the Kaneri district
during the depression told of a Hokitika jeweller,
'long since dead', who was more than willing to
purchase gold from any prospector, subsidised or
not.
In his ,essay 'Depression GOld' A. ~Vood also-tells
of the purchase of gold from subsidised miners by
unregistered gold dealers. Pp 107-108.
NOTE 16: UB 11/5/8 Circ. Strong to Subsidised Miners,
May 1933.
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strong stated the case of one publican in the town who
had recently sold £582 worth of gold, 95 percent of which
he estimated to have come, illegally,from subsidised
miners.17

The publican was prosecuted but it was impossible

to prove where the gold came from.
Because of this illicit sale of gold the Unemployment
Board and the Labour Department claimed that it was impossible to judge the financial success of the scheme, or more
to the point, they used this as an excuse to explain the
apparent small returns from the prospecting scheme.

It is

doubtful that the subsidised prospectors did sell large
amounts of gold this way.

Unless they had a 50 percent

endorsement on their Mining Rights they had little to gain.
l

Moreover , the risks were high.

Any miner caught selling

gold illegally was immediately removed from the subsidy.

Gi-ven the working conditions and IIl.EE.gre returns of
the scheme the responses to it seem unduly favourable.
There was little or no militant action against the Board,
a remarkable phenomenon considering the unionist heritage
of the majority of the West Coasters on the scheme.

The

Unemployment Board could well be pleased with this.

Although

they chose to highlight the few cases o.f illegality that they
found, their belief that this was widespread enough to
greatly affect gold returns cannot be accepted.

The

Subsidised Prospecting Scheme was perhaps one of the most
challenging forms of unemployment relief adopted in
New Zealand.

The work was hard and the results seldom more

than mediocre; despite this it appeared exceptionally wellbalanced.

The credit for this goes not to the Board, nor

NOTE 17: EP 11/1/- Strong to Secretary ED, 27 Aug 1936.
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largely to the local Exeoutives, but rather to the men who
worked on it..

They were, for a number of reasons, willing

to accept the conditions of the scheme.

Either because the

alternatives were worse, or because they were willing to
indulge in the gamble that gold prospecting inevitably is.
The parochial'nature of unemployment relief
administration was also partly responsible for the largely
positive responses to the prospecting scheme on the West
Coast.

The scheme was not something imposed on the area

from Wellington, but rather it was developed to suit each
area's individual needs.

Perhaps even more importantly,

the scheme tended to be supervised by local men who were
experienced in regional conditions and knew the men under
them.

The supervisors Rab Clark and John Smeaton in the

Blackball area are indicative of this.

Both were very

highly respected union men working in an area where the
majority of subsidised prospectors were members of the
Miners' Union.

Their appointment suggests an attempt by

the Grey Mining Executive to defuse any number of potential
difficulties.

The men under Clark and Smeaton knew that

their supervisors would do as much as possible to help them.
Nowhere did the gold prospecting scheme lead to the
antipathy that was apparent in other relief schemes,
especially the work camps.

In these camps Unemployed

Workers' Unions were formed and strikes and demonstrations
advocated.

18

Prospecting differed from the camps in that

it was 'semi' voluntary.
no real alternative.

In many areas, however, there was

Blackball, as a small isolated town-

ship, is again an ideal example of this.

The town was a

NOTE 18: G.J. Graham, 'Relief Camps', Otago thesis 1976.
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was virtually a

year-long strike in 1931 had led to a large number of
dismissals.

The men were left with the alternatives of

either leaving the town, going on rationed roadworks under
the No.5 scheme or gOing prospecting.

For many, work on

the prospecting subsidy meant employment on the nearby
Blackball terraces, only a few minutes walk from home.
Many like Rab Clark, owned a few acres of land on the
surrounding flats and these could be easily tended.

The

gold scheme was not compulsory but it was the best of a very
limited choice of alternatives.
In contrast to Blackball is the small town of Howard,
situated on the Howard River, a tributary of the Upper Buller
River between Lakes Rotoroa and Rotoiti.

As described by

A.J. Woods, Howard was a small town of some 350 people

established during the depression as a base for subsidised
prospecting on the Howard goldfield.

He describes this

development of a 'community of subsidised prospectors' as
one of the prospecting scheme's 'greatest successes,.1 9
J

Here the effect of the scheme was different from all other
areas in that the community developed around the prospecting
scheme rather than the scheme around the community.
Another reason for the kind of responses to the scheme
lay partly in the kind of work and the life-style offered.
As Adam Hamilton, the Minister of Labour said
there is an element of romance in the Unemployment
Board's achievement not only of reviving gold
digging as an important New Zealand industry, but
also of creating a new generation of gold diggers.

20

NOTE 19: A.J. Woods, Depression Gold, Auckland Research Essay,
p 8.
1976.
NOTE 20: GRA, 5 Jul 1934.
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The subsidised prospectors may not have seen themselves as
being a potential 'new generation

o~

gold diggers', nor

their role as 'romantic', but Hamilton's statement does go
part way to explain the miners acceptance
conditions.

We should not

~orget

appalling

o~

the close

a~~inity

that

the 'Coast' ~elt in the 1930s (and still does) to the go~d
rushes

o~

the previous century.

Coasters worked in some
mining,

~orestry

The majority

~orm o~

o~

West

primary industry, either

or agriculture; as such they were accustomed
o~

to the ruggedness

the terrain.

on tales of the romance and toil

Young men were brought up
o~

the gold rush days.

Most had, then as now, at least tried fossicking
in an attempt to augment their income.
be~ore

the arduous task ahead

dra~ted

recognisable forms

into
o~

Another reason

they went on the subsidy.

relie~

camps far away

~or

all

~act

the

o~

that goldmining is
Like the

the nineteenth century, the subsidised miners

were seeking their 'El Dorado'.
of the big

~ound

the lack of real criticism

in essence, a largely capitalistic enterprise.
o~

~rom

Not
,

civilisation.

gold prospecting scheme lies in the

prospectors

o~

They were aware

so the city factory workers and clerks who suddenly
themselves

gold

~or

~ind.

There was always the chance

Thus, although unemployed prospectors'

associations and unions were established on the West Coast,
there was little they could have done • . Striking would have
been ineffective as the men were working

~or

themselves;

harder they worked the greater the possibility

o~

the

striking

gold.
Some, like the Fiddes and Meikle Party in December
1934, did strike payable gold and this was an incentive

~or
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other prospectors..

The two miners, Bert Fiddes and Ben Meikle

had been working in the Caples Creek area in the upper
Moonlight Valley f'or f'ourteen months prior to t heir discovery.
They were joined by two other miners, James and Jim Meikle,
also on the subsidy, just prior to the discovery of' the rich
lade.

On 21 December, after two weeks driving into a quartz

reef', the party took their f'irst load of' gold into Greymouth.
They sold 69 ounces of' high quality gold worth about £500.
This substantial f'ind had been extracted by very primitive
methods f'rom a mere 60 pounds of' quartz.
the lode as being 'in broken country'.

21

Fiddes described
The upper Moonlight

area, in the Paparoa Ranges, is very rugged indeed and the
mine was on a steep, bushclad hillside.

22

Despite these

handicaps the party had mined a f'urther 240 ounces by March

1935. 23 . They had been designated as self'-suf'f'icient by the
Grey Mining Executive and were removed f'rom the subsidy.

The

broken nature of' the Paparoa's was eventually their downfall.
The leader they traced had, at its widest 'was' a mere f'ive
inches across.

It soon split and disappeared and they f'ailed

to relocate it.
In the ten months to January 1936 they recovered a
scant 16 ounces of' gold, putting their'total up to 368 ounces,
valued at £2,576.
them out. 24

In that month an Auckland syndicate bought

So ended what had perhaps been the most success-

f'ul single enterprise associated with the gold prospecting
scheme on the West Coast.

Although of' little value to the

NOTE 21: GRA, 22 Dec 1934.
NOTE 22: DB 11/5/- Strong to Commissioner of' Unemployment,
21 Dec 1934.
)
NOTE 23: GRA, 8 Mar 1935.
NOTE 24: UB 11/5/8 Strong to Commissioner of' Unemployment,
13 Jan 1936.

Jim Meikle at site of successful
claim in Upper Moonlight.
(Howitt Collection).

Pack Horses leaving Blackball for
R. Clark fourth from left.

diggings~
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party them s elves , the e xampl e was invaluab le t o t he s c h e me .
It was the hope of a similar find that kept many miners
on their claims.

A further hypothesis for the lack of criticism lies
i n the type of man involved on the scheme .

The Unemployment

Board saw their prospectors as being of three different 4ypes .
There were firstly, the genuine prospectors , generally older
men who looked upon mining as a permanent occupation and
who worked with a 'will to succeed'.

The second type was

a younger man who regarded the job as a 'fill-in' until
something better turned up.

The Board considered that with

patience 'the majority of these men could be trained as
miners and induced to follow this occupation.'

The third

category were described as 'the unfortunate victims of the
depression years.'

Men who saw the job purely as a relief

measure and were not willing to work any harder than they had
to. 25 The majority of men would have fitted into the Board's
second category.

It was not their chosen occupation, but

was decidedly the best alternative that depression employment
offered.

It is most unl,ikely that there were very many of

the third kind of men involved on the prospecting scheme.
The work was too arduous and not rewarding enough to encourage
them to remain on the scheme.
W.B. Sutch has given a somewhat romanticised description of the goldminers of the depression.

In his view

some professional men, such as accountants,
engineers and journalists, felt that they were
losing prestige by working as unemployed in towns
and cities where they had once been successful
businessmen; they went prospecting.
26
NOTE 25: EP 11/1/43 Reef ton Mining Engineers to Dept.of
Labour, · 19 Mar 1937.
NOTE 26: 'N. B • Sutch, Poverty and Progre s s, P 138 .
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7fere this true it ·would definitely explain the lack
of militant protest against the scheme.

However, there is

no evidence that significant numbers of city dwellers,
and especially professionals, came to the West Coast to
prospect during the de::pression.

There were some parties

from Christchurch working on the 'coast',27 but as preference was given to experienced men with adeQuate eQuipment,
these were few in number.

Again, inex::perienced men would,

in general, find the rewards incommensurate with the task.
Sutch's descri::ption may be based largely on the work of
F.W.G. Miller, a Dunedin journalist who found himself out
of work during the depression. 28 Offered nothing better
than relief work during this period, Miller took himself
and his family to the banks of the Clutha.

There he lived

for a period in the most primitive of conditions, supporting
himself on his gold earnings.
The majority of men ::pros::pecting on the West Coast
were willing to accept the scheme for what it was, a

~ill-irl

job that offered the ::possibility, however slim, of am::ple
rewards.

They acce::pted the conditions as a necessary ::part of

gold prospecting.

They did not, however, follow the Board's

pro::position and become full time ::prospectors.

As soon as

alternative means of em::ployment became available, almost all
the subsidised ::prospectors left the gold industry.

This is

perhaps the best test of their acceptance of the scheme.
The fact that they returned readily to wage labour rather
than remain pros::pecting shows their basic dislike of the
occupation many West Coasters were forced to accept during
the depre ssion.
NOTE 27: UB 11/5/- Strong to Commissioner of Unemployment,
31 Jan 1934.
NOTE 28: F.W.G. Miller There was Gold in the Riyer,
iJl]p 11;
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FROM RELIEF EMPLOYlmNl' TO MINING PROJECT

Between 1935 and 1940 the need for the prospecting
scheme as a relief project diminished.

The Labour Govern-

ment came into power in December 1935 with new attitudes
towards unemployment relief.
had been eclipsed.

By 1940 employment problems

Wi th the outbreak of war the administ-

ration of the prospecting scheme, or What was left of it.,
had returned a full circle and was again under the control
of the Mines Department.
As unemployment decreased, moves were made to wind
up

the large infrastructure and expense that unemployment

legislation had demanded.

In September 1933 official

figures had put unemployment at some 79,000 men.

-

By the

end of 1935 this had fallen to approximately 57,000.

1 Even

before. the Labour Party victory in November 1935, there were
signs of change in the management of unemployment policy.
In August 1935, Gordon Coates, Minister of Finance announced
that the Unemployment Fund had made a profit of some £2.5
million pounds for the year ended in June.

Consequently

the Unemployment tax was reduced from one shilling in the
pound to tenpence.

2

At the beginning of October this was
again reduced to eightpence. 3
Simultaneously it became clear that the government

was changing its attitude to the gold prospecting scheme.
In his 1935 Financial statement, Coates announced that
increasing attention was being paid to

NOTE

NOTE

NOTE
NOTE

large scale operations, as against prospecting
on small individual claims, with the object of
providing permanent employment in the industry
for increasing numbers of men.
4
1: Figures for males on unemployment register, wholly
or partly a charge on the Unemployment Fund.
AJHR 1936, H 35 P 7.
2: GRA, 7 Aug 1 935 .
3: GRA, 28 Sep 1935.
u: NZPD Vol 2U2. P h?o_ 17 Rpn 1Q~~
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The Forbes/ Coates Coalition appeared to b e concentrating on what they regarded to be the permanent aspects
of gold prospecting well before 1935.

At Humphreys Gully,

for example, there were some 200 men employed in conjunction with the Public Works Department. 5 In 1934 a similar
project had begun in the Reef ton area.

The Unemployment

Board, the Mines Department and the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research had combined in an
effort to prospect the wealthy quartz deposits surrounding
.this town.
Vlhen Labour came to power in November 1935, P. C. Webb,
the new Minister of Mines and the representative for Buller,
promised to continue this trend in subsidised prospecting.6
The Labour government's attitude to the Mining Industry was
tied even closer to economic realities than that of the
former government.

Webb maintained that previous governments

had wasted far too much money on 'reckless adventures' into
the goldmining industry.

During an inspection of the west

Coast in early 1935 he stated that all future aid would only
be given after thorough investigation. 'The pick and shovel
days', he said, 'are like Bob Semple's wheel-barrow - they
are gone for gOOd,.7
Although not directly linked to the prospecting scheme
the attitude of the Mines Department did affect its future
administration.

The Unemployment Board concentrated

increasingly on work that would have some permanent benefit
to the industry.

In July 1934, a grant of £5,000 had been

made by the Board to the D.S.T.R. for the purpose of a
NOTE g:. See Chapter 3.
NOTE
GRA, 11 Dec 1935.
NOTE 7: GES, 10 Mar 1936
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geophysical survey of the auriferous regions of Ne\v Zealand.
In November 1935, this was increased by a further £2,500.
The Labour Department and the Mines Department later
co-operated with the D.S.I.R. in this venture, which concentrated on one project - the Reef ton GOldfield's Developmer
Project.

This consisted of a full appraisal of the quartz
8
belt surrounding Reefton. The new government was reluctant
to share their responsibility with ad-hoc, non-elected

bodies.

As The Press noted in

S~ember

1936, the

policy of the present Government differed
entirely from that of the previous government
in that it would not delegate its authority to
any outside body not directly responsible to
the people.
9
The first example of this new approach came in May
1936 with the passing of the Employment Promotion Act.
The main object of this Act was the demise of the Unemployment Board and the replacement of the Unemployment Fund by
the Employment Promotion Fund.

On 1 June 1936, the
10
Unemployment Board ceased to exist.
It was replaced by
the Employment Division of the Labour Department; a body
at least nominally more responsible to the people than the
Board.
In July 1936, in an effort to establish a policy on
the continuance of the Prospecting Scheme, the Employment
Division sent a memorandum to the various mining authori tie s
asking for their 'confidential opinion of the No.5 Gold
NOTE 8: EP 11/1/- Memorandum for the Minister of Finance,
'A Survey of the Gold Prospecting Scheme to Mar 1937
22 Dec 1937 ~
NOTE 9: Press, 23 Sep 1936.
NOTE 10:AJHR, H 35, 1936.
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Prospect i ng Scheme, . 11 In his reply Strong lamented the
fact that the scheme relied in the main, on men whom he
described as 'unsatisfactory workers', saying that this
was not to the advantage of the mining industry.
No doubt it is the inevitable result of
circumstances beyond immediate rectification
that the development of the natural resources,
especially gold in New Zealand have been
relegated to a type of relief work scheme and
payment. 12
He concluded that steps should be taken to put
subsidised prospecting on a 'more reliable and satisfactory
basis,.13 strong was undoubtedly seeking to have the scheme
handed over to the Mines Department.
critical.

Others were also

In his report to the Division, A.R. Evans, the

Mining Engineer for Otago, sugge sted means by which the
Depart~ent

could improve the scheme, but did not mention

the possibility of changes in administration. 14

In fact

these reports served only to satisfy the Labour Department
of the value of the scheme, and it was continued with only
minor modifications.
The demi se of the Board left certain anomal ie s in
the administration of the scheme.

The Mining Executives

had been appointed by the Board and therefore they had no
legal authority after 1 June 1936.

To rectify this, and as

part of their policy not to delegate responsibility, the
Labour . Government began, in August 1936, to abolish the
Executives.

To accomplish this difficult task, the depart-

ment sent J.'S. Hunter, the Secretary of Labour and W. Bromle;y
NOTE 11: EP 11/1/. Sect. ED,
NOTE 12: EP 11/1/NOTE 13: Ibid
NOTE 14: EP 11/1/-

A.R. Evans, Mining Engineer, Cromwell, to
27 Jul 19~6.
Strong to Sect. ED, 27 Aug 1936.
Evans to Sect. ED, 27 Jul 1936.
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both ex-members of the Board, on a tour of the "/Jest Coast
Counties.

Starting in Hokitika they attended the last

meeting of the Westland Mining Executive, on 12 September,
1936.

Assuring the members that their actions were in no

way personal, Hunter and Bromley thanked them for the work
they had done for prospecting.

The administration of the

scheme was then the responsibility of the District Employment Officer. 15 ,{lorking their way northward through the
four counties, the two completed their task in Buller on
16
22 September.
By the end of 1936 an era had passed on the 'Coast'.
The Executives who had done so much during the difficult
years of the depression were replaced by a single government official.

Control was officially handed over in

October 1936.
A decrease in the number of prospectors led to the
combination of the Grey, Inangahua and Westland County
Schemes, under the leadership of the Greymouth District
Employment Officer, H.J. Anthony.17 In a report to the

%

Employment Division, he stated that the acceptance of an
extra 162 men comprising 15 from Ross, 102 from Hokitika
and 45 from Reef ton, would pose very few problems for the
18
Greymouth administration.
The changeover to the Labour
Department and the amalgamation of the Counties went very
smoothly, perhaps because of the diplomatic nature of Bromley
and Hunter's visits.

After thanking the Executives, they

both expressed the desire that the individuals concerned would
NOTE 15: .EP 11/5/2 Record of meeting of Hunter and Bromley
with'WME, 12 Sept 1936.
NOTE 16: Press, 23 Sept 1936.
NOTE 17: Extract from Memorandum dated 1.10.36 from Sect.
Labour to the DEO Greymouth. (Original on EP 8/36/21)
NOTE 18: EP 11/5/2 DEO Grey to Sect ED, 23 Sept 1936.
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continue to aid the Department by offering advice through
the medium of their local councils. 19
This question of continued advisory assistance was
however, rather academic.

Means were already afoot for the

Mines Department to take an increased portion of this role.
In August 1936, during the Mines Department Supply Debate,
both the Minister, P. Webb and W.A. Bodkin, the Member for
Central Otago, had suggested that the Department become more
involved in the subsidised relief scheme.

Bodkin al so

suggested that the Board had been more concerned with the
'welfare of the men than the broad question of mining'
which he regarded to be of greater value to the country_

He

cri ticised the scheme for ignoring expert advice and limiting
the work to 'surface prospecting in areas that had been
previously worked,.20

Webb's criticism was even harsher

than Bodkin's.
The Department of Labour had spent last year
about £175,000 on prospecting for gold ~d the
men employed had done good work, but at the
same time it was realised that the money was
provided mainly for the sake of keeping the men
occupied.
21
Although not proposing that the Mines Department take
over the work previously handled by the Unemployment Board,
they did suggest that the prospecting scheme was doing little
of permanent value for the gold industry.

Bodkin suggested

that scientific prospecting would be of greater benefit to
22
country, than merely employing subsidised prospectors.
Although
NOTE 19:
NOTE 20:
NOTE 21:
NOTE 22:

it would be several years before the wishes of these
EP 11/5/2 Minutes of ~~ffi, Hokitika, 12 Sep 1936.
NZPD Vol 246, P 652, 25 Aug 1936.
Ibid P 653.
Ibid P 650.
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t'.vo were com.pletely f'ulf'illed, the Mines Department did
begin taking a more important advisory role in the administration of' the scheme.
By the end of' 1936
had changed dramatically.

th&~Subsidised

Prospecting Scheme

It was no longer the regional

scheme that had been adopted and adapted by the local
counties as a means of' aiding the unemployment problem.

It

was now, through a process ·of' amalgamation and legislation,
part of' a centralised scheme under the control of' the
Labour

De~artment.

The new system retained many features of' the old.
The

~osition

Em~loyment

of' Mining Engineer was maintained by the

Division, as was that of supervisor.

With

Strong's promotion to Wellington and subsequent death in
February 1937 23 the new Grey administration area was left
He was replaced by L. Hunter, who based

unsupervised.

himself in Reef ton.

This move reflected the increasing

importance of' mining research over relief' employment.

A

Mining Engineer, E. Collier, was also appointed, for the
24
first time, to the Buller district.
The number of men involved in the scheme dropped
dramatically after 1936.
Buller area.

This was noticeably so in the

In June 1936, there had been 356 men employed

on the Buller scheme,2 5 by the end of June 1937, there were
26
only 165, a dro~ of almost 200 men.
This was in itself
a reflection of an improving economy.
~olicy

of increasing the use of sustenance was also a

contributing factor.
Works
NOTE

The Labour Government's

~rogramme,

23:

NOTE 24:

But more significantly the Public

initiated by the new government, was

See P 76.
EP 11/1/- Minister Labour to Minister Finance,
22 Dec 1937.
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emp l oying lar ge numbers .
strangely enough, as the number of prospectors
decreased, the economic efficiency of the scheme increased.
In the second half of 1938, 115 miners in the enlarged
Greymouth area, some 43 of whom were on development work ,
produced 532 ounces of gold valued at £3,727.

During this

period they had been paid a total of £3,562 .

In a report

on this to the Employment Division, Anthony claimed that
[

the value of gold produced has for the first
time in the ~ history of the scheme, exceeded
the subsidy payment ••• It can now be assumed
that the men engaged on gold prospecting have
mastered the occupation and can now be classified as experienced miners who have adopted
alluvial mining as their occupation.
27
As the number of prospectors decreased, the average
gold production would naturally tend to increase.

Those who

remained on the scheme, after 1937, would either be those
that, Anthony had described as having adopted goldmining as
an occupation, or those working profitable claims.
who were

~ot

earning satisfactory wages

wou~d

Those

tend to leave

the scheme for easier wages.
This departure from the scheme was only one factor
contributing to the decreasing number of prospectors.

The

economic feasibility of the scheme had been closely
scrutinised during 1937.

Its future was beginning to be

weighed, not by the number of relief workers it could sustain,
but by the number of workers who could sustain themselves.
The Department •• jWa~ pursuing a definite course
of developmental work with the objection ~si~ of
locating propositions which would be payable and
give permanent work to .a number of men.
The case of each prospector is at present under
review, with a view to deciding whether the work
done and gold produced by each prospector warrants
his retention on the subsidy.
28
NOTE 27:
NOTE 28:

EP 11/5/- DEO, Greymouth to Sect.ED, 23 Feb 1939.
EP 11/5/6 DEO Buller to Sect. ED, 29 Jan 1937.
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Physically fit younger men , who were working

J,.

satisfactorily on unprofitable claims were moved to development works.

Those who did not meet this standard were

removed from the subsidy and placed on sustenance.

Youths,

whose fathers were in full-time employment were also withdrawn from the scheme.

The District Employment Officer in

westport felt that the 'scheme benefits considerably by
these reductions.,29

He suggested that all general

prospectors be removed from the scheme, leaving only those
3D
on development or contract work.
The Employment Division
was reluctant to accept his proposals.

Suggestions for a

greater emphasis on developmental work were already a part
of the Department's policy.

Work of this nature was being

carried out in Reef ton and South Westland.

In both areas

the Employment Division was co-operating with the D.S.I.R.
and the Mines Department.
The desire for consolidation and economy in the
prospecting scheme, combined with political pressure for a
change in its administration, led to a further study by the

J ."

Labour Department into the viability of the scheme.

To

achieve this, a document called 'A Survey of the Gold
Prospecting Scheme to March 1937' was prepared for
H.T. Armstrong, Minister of Labour.

31

Its purpose was

primarily to assess whether the annual expenditure, by the
Department on the scheme, was 'warranted in view of the
amount of
NOTE 26:
NoTE 3:
NOTE 31:
NOTE 32:

gold recovered. ,32 The report noted that during
EP 11/5/6 DED Buller to Sect. ED, 16 Feb 1937.
Ibid
EP 11/1/- Minister Labour to Minister Finance,
22 Dec 1937.
Ibid.This sum covers all expenditure by the Departmer.
on the goldmining industry including the prospecting
subsidy, subsidies to mining companies, mining
engineers, special prospecting .parties like the,:
Reef ton Goldfield's Development Scheme, geophysical
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1936 an average of 1,800 men had been employed on the scheme.
The cost of providing sustenance to this number
of unemployed would amount to at least £160,000
per annum, and in return for that expenditure it
must be recollected that not one iota of value
would result. On the other hand, the actual sum
expended on subsidies and wages under the Gold
Prospecting Scheme for the same period amounted,
strangely enough, to £160,000.
33
During this time subsidised prospectors had sold·
over 7,000 ounces of gold with a value of £50,000.

From

this the government received £4,375 in export duty.
Therefore, the actual cost of the scheme, the report maintained was reduced to a 'figure within the vicinity of
£100,000.,34 In the report, Armstrong stressed the
contribution of the scheme to an overall assessment of the
nation's mineral resources.

Moreover, he regarded the

scheme as possessing a four-fold value.
1.
2.

3.

4.

In the final cost, it is definitely cheaper
than the alternative of sustenance.
It contributes to the national wealth some
material return for the outlay of subsidies,etc.
It offers reasonably satisfactory full-time
employment, particularly in the direction of
sustaining the mental and physical outlook of
the individual, and
It is an economical and thorough method of
prospecting the Dominion's mineral resources. 35

In December 1937, Armstrong's report was referred for
approval to Walter Nash, the Minister of Finance.

Nash

accepted Armstrong's recommendation for the continuance of
the scheme, suggesting only minor administrative changes.
The rule, whereby deductions were made from the subsidy when
36
gold winnings exceeded an approved figure was withdrawn.
He also proposed that advances under Scheme 8B to private
NOTE 33:
NOTE 34:
NOTE 3~:
NOTE 3 :

Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
EP 11/1/- Armstrong to the Hon M.Fagan, 4 Apr 1938.
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companies be reduced.

In

~uture,

he suggested, such

subsidies from the Labour Department should cover Labour
costs only.

Should a subsidy in practice prove to be

greater than total wage costs, it was to be regarded by the
company as a loan to be repaid irrespective of the company'~
success or .L.p"l
al ure. 37
These new arrangements did little to alter the
downward trend in employment on the scheme.

By March 1938,

"

there were 622 men engaged in general prospecting in
New Zealand, and 114 on special investigation and prospecting
work. 38

The number of men involved continued to decrease.

In April, Armstrong called a meeting of interested parties to
reassess the scheme's viability.

The meeting consisted of

three Parliamentarians; Armstrong, Webb, the Minister of
Mines and M. Fagan, a member of the Legislative Council and
an ex-goldminer from Reef ton, A.Tyndall; the Under-Secretary
for Mines; J. Hunter, the Secretary of Labour; W. Bromley,
also from the Labour Department; H. Bockett, the Labour
Department Accountant and Dr A. McKay from the Treasury.39
Proposals from Armstrong for the continuance of the scheme
were accepted and sent on to Nash for approval.

Amongst thesE

was a reaffirmation of Nash's proposal, that the rule limiting
,

the amount of gold sold before the subsidy was reduced be
dropped.

It was hoped that this, plus the earlier reduction

of the 10 percent levy would stop illicit gold sales and
hence increase the profitability of the scheme.
remarked,

As Mark Fagan

'the stable door was shut ~ter the horse was gone.'

NOTE 37: EP 11/1/- H. Bockett, Labour Dept. Accountant to
Sect. Labour,

4

Mar 1938.

NOTE 38 : EP 11/1/- Armstrong to Fagan, ~ Apr 1938
NOTE 39: EP 11/1/- Transcript of meeting held in Armstrong's
office, 6 Apr 1938.
NOTE !:to: Ibid
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The Prospecting scheme was to continue unchanged
for less than a year. At the end of 1938 the advocates of
Mines Department control scored a notable victory.

In

December P .. Webb's . . Mines Portfolio was increased to include
the Ministry of Labour. 41 Webb was thus more able, and
perhaps more willing, to shift the Prospecting Scheme from
one of his departments to another.
The end of Depression relief was marked on 1 April
1939, with the demise of the EmpLoyment Promotion Fund,
descendent of the Unemployment Fund.

As a consequence, the

Social Security administration remaining for relief works was
inaugurated into surrounding Departments. 42

Plans for the

Prospecting Scheme to be controlled by the Mines Department
were begun in early 1939. 43 To prepare for this, instructions
were sent from the Labour Department to the various District
Employment Officers, who administered the

~heme.

All existing

subsidies were to be maintained, but no more were to be
granted. 44

Of the twenty-two supervisors in the six mining

areas of Thames and Coromandel, Marlborough, Murchison,
Westport, Grey and Cromwell, only eight supervisors were« to
remain in employment. 45

On the West Coast, the Buller office

was closed and the whole scheme was centralised under the
Greymouth office.

Of the four supervisors in Buller, only

E. Collier, the Mining Engineer, remained.

In the Grey area,

the five supervisors, (T. Kearns, R. Clark, W.Barber,
E. Mitchell and J. smeaton), were dismissed.

This left

NOTE 41: N.Z. Gazette Vol III, P 2,778, 13 Dec 1938.
NOTE 42: AJHR 1940, C2, P 10.
.
NOTE 43: EP 11/1/- Sect.Labour to Public Service Commissioner,
10 Mar 1939.
NOTE ~: EP 11/5/- Sect. Labour to DEO Greymouth, 16 Mar 1939.
NOTE 45: Schedule showing proposed changes in staff arising
out of the transfer of the Goldmining Scheme, from
the Labour Dept. to the Mines Dept, 1 Apr 1939
VT'\

.. A

Ie. I
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K. J . McKinnon , the senior superv i s or and Collie r t o
supervise the scheme on the West Coast .

Both were trans 46
ferred as field staff, to the Mines Department.
On 1 April 1939 , the Subsidised Gold Prospecting
Scheme was returned to the control of the Mines Department .
That date also marked the end of the Employment

Promotio~

Fund and therefore the end of the machinery that had been
set up to cope with the onslaught of a depression almost a
decade before .

The administration of the scheme had turned

a complete circle, from the Mines Department to the
Unemployment Board, from the Board to the Employment Division
of the Labour Department, and finally back to the Mines
Department.

As a form of employment relief it had at its

height, employed some 4,000 men, but once returned to the
stringency of a stable economy, the numbers quickly dropped.
After 1936, the prospectors showed that the scheme was to
them merely a means of unemployment relief.
al ternati ve work became available they left.

As soon as
By mi.d-1940

there were only 175 men on the scheme in the whole of

g-, .

New Zealand. 47
That the scheme succeeded in its endeavour to employ
men in areas where even ordinary relief employment was
difficult, is irrefutable.

The scheme satisfactorily

employed up to 1 , 500 'men on the Coast for several years
under conditions that would have appalled relief workers
elsewhere.

But what of the Unemployment Board's aim to

establish a 'new generation' of self-sufficient goldminers?
The subsidy did not encourage miners to stay on the scheme,
NOTE 46 :
NOTE 47 :

Ibid
NZPD Vol 257, P 761, 25 Jul 1940 .
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nor did it have any perITBnent effect on the New Zealand
gold industry.

As the Reef ton Inspector of Mines stated

in 1936, the scheme proved not to be the economic success
that had been hoped for.
While the scheme has not, hitherto, been
worthwhile, insofar as it has as yet produced
no evidence of establishing one mine along the
lines of; a successful industrial undertaking,
it has 15'e en of definite benefit to the community.
That is, it has produced several thousands of
pounds worth of a commodity, Which is more than
can be said for some of the other schemes
initiated for the same purpose as this one.
48
Only once in the three following years did the scheme
come close to the efficiency of a 'successful industrial
undertaking'.

That was in 1938 when the Grey County

prospectors produced a greater value of gold than was paid
in subsidy.

This Greymouth first, was never equalled.

The prospecting scheme was more economically productiv(
than the majority of other relief schemes which were estimatec
to have a productivity of 10 percent.

In 1931, the Hon.Mark

Fagan had suggested that a prospecting scheme would repay
the country at a figure closer to 60 percent, or the production of £4 of gold for every £6 spent on the SUbSidy.49

By

1935, the Grey County had made a return of some 77 percent on
expenditure.

Over that period, Westland County produced 64

percent, Inangahua some 44 percent and Buller recovered a merE
16 percent of wages.

The figures for the last three Counties

are perhaps more indicative of the scheme as a whole, than art
those of the Grey County.

In 1934 the Collingwood area boastE

a productivity of some 60 percent,50 while in July 1936, the
- Cromwell District employment Officer assessed the returns froD
the scheme in his area to be around 30 percent. 51

NOTE 48:
NOTE 49:
NOTE 50:

EP 11/1/- Reef ton Inspector of Mines to Strong,
7 Sep 1936.
NZPD Vol 229, P 729, 18 Sep 1931.
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The difficulty of estimating these figures lay in
the proportion of illegal gold sales. 'Wbat is not known',
wrote H.Armstrong, the Minister of Labour, 'is the amount
" of gold that was won and sold but not recorded for of'f'icial
purposes,.52

A. Wood, the only historian

to examine the

gold scheme in.JillY depth, agreed wi th the Minister.

Illegal

gold sales, in his view, signif'icantly distorted gold
production f'igures.

Indeed, he ref'uses to estimate gold

production on the grounds that
any conclusions about this must be made in the
light of' the considerable amount of' gold sold
through illicit channels. 53
Both Minister and historian, however, appear to
exaggerate the dif'f'iculties and the degree of' dishonesty.
Armstrong was at the time trying to prove the economic
viability of' the scheme.

It was, theref'ore, to his

advantage to exaggerate these illicit sales.

Wood, f'or his pa

draws his conclusions largely f'rom work done on the Maggie
Creek f'ield.

The latter was a relatively new goldfield and

Wood estimates the value of' average earnings to be as high
as £5 per week. 54 This is much greater than the f'ew shillings
averaged in the majority of' West Coast f'ields.

If Wood's

f'igures are correct, then it is quite feasible that the
miners at Maggie Creek could afford to hold significant amount
of gold back and sell only a limited amount on their endorsed
Miner'"s Right.

This is not to say that subsidised miners on

the West Coast and other regions did not sell their gold
through illicit channels.

The majority of subsidised

prospectors could not af'f'ord this luxury.

They did not earn

NOTE 52: EP 11/1/-Minister of Labour to Minister of' Finance,

22 Dec 1937.
NOTE 53: A. Wood, P 118.
NOTE 54: Ibid, P 105.
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more than the £3 a week allowed under Unemployment Board
regulations.

Unlike the miners of Maggie Creek, they had

little to gain from illicit gold sales as the savings would
not have been commensurate with the

risks~

It is therefore

doubtful whether illegal gold sales would have 'significantly' distorted gold production figures.
Gold production should not be seen as one of the
major successes of the scheme.

Although national production

did increase during the depression, this was due to an
increase in the price of this commodity rather than the
efforts of subsidised miners who probably produced little
more than 5 percent of total production. 55
The scheme also failed to create a 'new generation
of gold miners', a hope frequently expressed by both the
Unemployment Board and the Employment Division.

The total

number of goldminers in New Zealand increased from 3,636 in
1932 to 6,715 in 1935, but had fallen again to some 2,754
by 1939. 56 The sUbsidised miners accounted for a large
proportion-of this increase in miners in the mid-1930s.
The figures show that when the men left the scheme they did
so to join the labour force, not to continue mining.

In a

report to the Employment Division in 1936, Strong could name
only thirty men who had left the scheme in the Grey area to
take up permanent employment as goldminers, twelve on their
own claims and eighteen for a private company.57
Perhaps one of the scheme's major successes lay,
strangely enough, in its failure to secure payable amounts
NOTE ~: NZPD Vol 242, P 266,11 Sep 1935.
NOTE 5 : AJHR 1932, 1935 and 1939 C2.
NOTE 57: EP 11/1/- Strong to Sect. ED, 27 Aug 1936.
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of gold..

Having failed in its two aims of permanently

establishing a number of unemployed as gold miners and
of substantially increasing the nation's gold production,
the scheme did at least prove the extent of-New Zealand's
future gold re serve s.

As the Di stri ct Employment Officer

in Cromwell sta.ted, the scheme 'proved that areas thought
to be wealthy are in fact worthless,.58

Prior to the

Scheme's establishment both the mining industry and numerous
politicians had looked towards a 'gold revival' as a possible means of insulating the economy against any present or
future economic crisis.

By proving that the prospectors

of the nineteenth century had done a thorough job, and
that New Zealand did not contain unlimited gold reserves, the
Prospecting Scheme ended such dreams.

Both the subsidy and

the doubling of the price of gold in New Zealand during the

19306 failed to encourage a permanent revival of the gold
industry.

The final realisation of this came at the end of

1941 when the Mines Department ceased to subsidise
prospecting.

It is doubtful that even the vastly inflated

price of gold over recent months will prove to revive the
New Zealand gold industry.
Although it appeared to have accomplished few of its
initial aims the scheme can still be seen as a success.

It

WE

a vital and challenging adaptation of the No.5 Relief Scheme,
and as such i t proved to be immensely effective.

The Prospect

ing Scheme on the West Coast was set up after, and partially
I

superseded, this scheme as a means of relief.
relief employment was limited it

of~ered

In areas where

men an alternative

form of relief employment which many accepted readily.
NOTE 58: EP 11/1/- Cromwell DEO to Sect. ED, 27 Jul 1936.
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APPEl,j1) IX I

GOLD EXPORTED· FROM NE'N ZEALAND

oz

~~.

1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926

_ .. J:..

373,616
455,561
508,045
533,314
520,320
520,486
563,843
508,210
506,423
506,371
47e,288
455,226
343,163
376,161
227,954
422,825
292,620
218,624
11,987
321,210
212,973
149,595
131,848
169,512
133,631
114,696
125,777

1900 - 1945
£

1,439,602
1,753,783
1,951,433
2,037,831
1 ,987,501
2,093,936
2,270,904
2,027,490
2,004,925
2,006,900
1,896,328
1,816,782
1 ,345,131
1,459,499
895,367
1,694,553
1,199,212
903,888
42,391
1,334,405
883,748
612,168
540,182
698,583
551,788
472,364
516,207

.... .. /
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APPE~~IX

I

(CO~~)

oz

£

.
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
·1941
1942
1943
1944
1945

SOURCE:

~.J'

130,171
118,722
116,848
133,749
140,970
200,648
177,241
162,490
171,283
168,073
172,317
152,487
176,370
188,459
176,242
167,246
149,563
138,048
121,084

J.H.M. Salmon, P. 290.

534,639
489,584
480,212
550,678
581,032
1,092,288
1,281,612
1,320,690
1,441,790
1 ,398,656
1 ,435,216
1,296,839
1,628,526
1,948,280
1 ,830,365
1 ,726,540
1,542,793
1,423,556
1,262,884
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AP PE lID IX IT

MINES DEPARTMENT EXPENDITURE ON ASSISTANCE
TO ALL FORMS OF MINING FROM INCEPTION TO
31 MARCH 1925.
£. s. d.

Expenditure by Mines Department upon the
purchase or erection of public batteries
at Coromandel (1900), Mahakirau (1894) and
Kuaotunu (1906)
••••.
Diamond and other drills (1.4.1906.

31.3.1925).

2,409.13. 8

.••..

20,068.13. 0
990,814. 5. 8
126,798.18. 9

31 • 3 • 1925 ) •••

159,904.14. 2
69,723. 4. 6

Roads and bridges (1.1.1873~31.3.1925) .•...•
School of Mines (1.1.1885~31.3.1925).
. •••.
Subsidies Assistance to prospecting,etc. (1.1.1871Loans under Mining Act (1.1.1913-31.3.1925).
Assistance to oil-boring companies:
Loans (1.1.1913-31.3.1925)
£21,824. o.
Bonuses
8,750. 0,
Bonus for production of
quicksilver (1917-1921).
Bonus for production of shale
oil (1903-1904).
. ••..
Water races - construction, management and
operation (1.1.1877 - 31,3.1925)
.••••
Other purposes connected with the fostering
of mining, including grants to libraries,
aids towards treatment of ores, artesian
well boring, resumption of land for mining,
repairing flood damages, wharves, drainage,
and tailings channels, etc., etc., from
1.8.1871 to 31.3.1925 (approximately)

°°
. . . ..

30,574. 0. 0
581. 5.

°

5,000. o. 0
432,754. 1 • 2

40,000. o. 0
1 , 878 , 628 • 15. 11

Geological Survey (31.3.1906 - 31.3.1925) (from 1.1.1873 to 31.3.1925);:
••..

SOURCE:

Dominion Mining Conference, P 311.

111,272.16.3
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APPENDIX III
AVERAGE PRICE OF GOLD PER OUNCE IN LONDON
1930 - 1939.
£. s. d

1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

SOURCE:

4. 8.
5.17.
6. 9.
7.16.
8.12.
8.17.
8.15 ..
8.15.
8.17.
9.14.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Prichard, P 346.
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